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Walling and Wise sign with professionals
by Steve Ellis
Sports Editor
The departure of Tiger basketball standout Skip
Wise and baseball All-American Denny Walling to
the professional ranks last Friday generally caused
one reaction from Clemson students — disappointment. But for the coaches who worked with
them last year the responses were as different as
are the two athlete's personalities and the sports
they play.
Wise's signing of a reported two-year no-cut
contract with the new Baltimore franchise of the
American Basketball Association surprised firstyear basketball coach Bill Foster. "Skip seemed to
really be putting in the effort to improve
academically," Foster said. "After he went to the
trouble of going to summer school I am surprised he
left like this."
Foster discounted any connection of Wise's
signing with the pending NCAA decision on
Clemson's alleged violations. "I think this being off
season and the fact that this ABA team is in his
home town helped lure him," Foster continued.
"But when you get right down to it, Skip left because
of the money."
What concerns Foster is the risk that a player
such as Wise takes. "The thing that bothers me is
that for every kid that signs before graduation and
makes it in the pros maybe ten don't. There are a lot
of reasons why the athlete might not make it; an
injury, lack of maturity, too many other proven
players, or just getting on the wrong team.
"In the case of Skip, what happens if this
Baltimore franchise, which is on shaky ground
goes broke? He is without his money or a team to
play on. But, I hope this doesn't happen and he
really does great. But he is taking a chance. Nothing
is sure but death and taxes."
Foster foresees a continuance of professional
teams signing undergraduates but does not believe
there is any legal way to prevent it. "When
something like this happens and you recruit another
great athlete you wonder how long before he is
taken, too," Foster continued. "The way to keep the
good players is not to discourage them from joining
the pros but encourage him to stay by stressing the
importance of a degree."
One change Foster would like to see in this aspect
is the establishment of a legal adviser in each
university to help an athlete interested in the pros.
"A lot of those big contracts aren't so big once you
take out the cut for an agent and other expenses,"
Foster said. "What does a 22-year-old kid know
about managing $100,000. These advisers could
point out loopholes or advise the player if he should
wait out another year.
"I have not seen Skip's contract but I know he
would have made more money if he played here
another year," Foster concluded.
Unlike Foster, baseball head coach, Bill Wilhelm,
believes another year out of the pros would have
been to Walling's disadvantage. "Baseball is different from football and basketball for the college
player that is drafted," Wilhelm said. "The pro
teams don't want 22-year-olds out of college. College
players don't go right into the major leagues in
baseball as they do in football.
Wilhelm thinks Walling should have signed in
June but Oakland's offer of $10,000 was way under
his demands. After several other offers Oakland
finally signed Walling on a $50,000 bonus contract.
"I think Denny was worth more than $50,000 but
I'm glad that he did sign," Wilhelm said. "He could
be a good one. Sunday he made his first major
league appearance as a pinch hitter. Very few
players go from the college ranks directly to the
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parent team. Walling is a pro in every way."
Wilhelm will greatly miss the services of Walling
who had one year of eligibility left at Clemson. Yet
he would encourage any other player on his team
who is sought by the big leagues to sign if the money

is right.
"When it comes to a chance of playing
professional baseball, the college player doesn't
have a difficult choice to make," Wilhelm said.

Locating dorm fires is problem
By Bill Kincaid
News Writer
'
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According to Brown McFadden, a student fireman, the
only way the fire department can locate a fire in Johnstone Hall is to travel through the halls looking for smoke.
McFadden also disclosed that Fike Recreation Center and
possibly two other campus buildings are without functioning fire alarm systems.
In Johnstone, the alarm system has a collection of
monitoring lights on panels in key places to indicate to the
firemen where an alarm has been pulled. Because of a
large number of false alarms, the buzzer system was
disconnected in the dorm last fall. Unfortunately, the
lights had to be sacrificed along with the buzzers, according to Jack Weeden, chief of security.
Now, when an alarm is pulled, a buzzer goes off in the
police station and someone is dispatched to Johnstone to
search for the fire. If the person finds that a fire does
exist, he radios back to the station. An alert is sent out
from there and firemen proceed to the fire.
An incident last week indicated some of the
inadequacies of this system. During construction work in
the Student Center section of Johnstone last Wednesday, a
worker cutting a pipe ignited some tar that had leaked
down from the roof. He quickly pulled a near-by fire
alarm and waited for help as the flames became larger.
When the fire began to spread and no fireman arrived at
the scene, the Workmen began to look for a fire extinguisher to put out the blaze. They got one extinguisher

from the Tiger office and brought another up to the ninth
level of Johnston Hall from the Harcomb Commons kitchen.
The fire was quickly extinguished with the use of the two
extinguishers.
After the fire was put out, the fire department was
notified by telephone that the situation was under control,
according to Kerry Capps, who was in the Tiger office
when the blaze broke out.
The fire department then radioed the man who had been
sent out to search Johnstone Hall for smoke and a fireman
arrived at the site of the fire several minutes later, Capps
related.
In Fike, the situation would have been worse, according
to Brown. The alarm system there is not functional
because a trunk line was severed during its expansion and
renovation, Brown said. Because the physical plant has
not been able to find the break, attempts are being made
to get the contractors to return to repair the line, Brown
related.
Brown stated that the alarms in two other buildings
may not be functioning properly, but did not identify
the buildings.
Weeden, commented that instead of relying on the
alarm systems alone, it would be helpful if students or
faculty members called the fire department after pulling
an alarm.
Even better than that, he commented, would be to call
and then pull the fire alarm.
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A matter of life and death
A. H. Maslow, a psychologist,
classified human needs into five
categories and arranged them
into an order by importance.
Appeals to his hierarchy are
evident in everything around us.

of safety to the students and
employees of this university.
It is amazing that the campus
fire department would continue to
leave the buzzers disconnected in
Johnstone Hall when it hinders
the ability to find the location of a
pulled alarm.

An often used platitude at
Clemson is the "Clemson family"
arrangement. This is obviously an
appeal to the third of Maslow's
needs. This is the need for
belongingness and love. The
administration often feels that,
under pressure, the University
can best function if all are held
together in the "Clemson family".
Unfortunately, many of the
members of the family are not
concerned with the third need
because our second need, which is
more important, has not been
satisfied. The second need in
Maslow's hierarchy is safety.
Safety is extremely important
io everyone and includes many
factors. One of these is the safety
from fire. To help reduce the
danger of fires, state and federal
laws have been enacted that set
down
many
complicated
regulations. But, one simple,
basic
regulation
is
the
requirement that all public

Chief of Security Jack Weeden's
proposal that phones, rather than
alarm boxes be used to report
fires is ridiculous. There are
currently two sections in Johnstone Hall without room phones.
If The Tiger office had not been
occupied during last Wednesday's
fire, the construction worker
would not have had access to a
phone nor a fire extinguisher.
It is also appaling that Fike
Recreation Center was accepted
as complete and then occupied
without having a functioning fire
alarm system.
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buildings have a functioning fire
alarm system to aid in evacuating
the buildings in case of a fire.

The alarms on this campus
must function. This must be, not
only for legal reasons, but for ones

It is essential that members of
the "Clemson family" and the
taxpayers of the state of South
Carolina insist that the fire
department
at
Clemson
University do the job it is funded
to do, to the best of its ability. We
feel it is not doing so at the present
■time.

Letters
Term misused
While reading the article in
your paper concerning the
Congaree Swarnp National
Preserve, the author's use of the
word 'forester' caught my eye.
Being a senior in forest
management here at Clemson, I
am acutely aware of the
misapplications of the words
'forester'
and
'forestry,'
especially in conservation
related articles.
I was extremely disappointed
when I ran across the word
'foresters' in this article, for it is
when the improper connotation of
this word is used, as I believe it
was in the article, that the objectives and purposes of the
profession
are
entirely
misrepresented.
The article states that 500 acres
per year are being cut and logged
and that the swamp is "succumbing to the wishes of a host of
foresters ..." The author does not
point out that the 500 acres cut
annually are privately owned by
the Beidler family and that it is
their desire to have the land
logged.
He does not mention the fact
that the foresters, who in all
probability may merely be
loggers, are not responsible for
the decision of timber removal
but are only carrying out the

desires of the owners.
Foresters, too, are conservationists, even in the strictest sense of the word.
I would suggest that any effort
to save the Beidler tract of virgin
timber be directed not at a
forester who is only doing his job
the way his employer sees it, but
at the owners themselves whose
opinions must be swayed if the
Congaree swamp is indeed to
become a preserve.
Chuck Butler

Service is bad
Well, our fine, friendly,
favorite food service has done it
again. There were a lot of surprised people Saturday morning
who found out the hard way that
the food service had secretly
changed its hours of weekend
operation last week, now closing
a full half-hour earlier at 9 a.m.
Whatever the reason may be
for the time cut-back, from
personal observation last year,
the period between 9:00 and 9:30
comprised the largest single halfhour flow of students, something
close to it. Secondly, to curtail
this period of service, especially
without adequate forewarning
does not seem fair.
The weekend service last year
was horrendous, as many seven-

day plan holders had to go
without all but the main course.
Last year a survey was taken
asking seven-day holders if they
would pay slightly more to have
service alternate between
Harcombe
Commons
and
Schilletter Hall on weekends.
Most seven-day holders I know
were wildly in favor of this
proposed idea. What happened to
it?
Being forced by limited bank
accounts and large distances to
homes, most seven-day holders
have little choice and are at the
mercy of the food service. It looks
now like weekend service may be
much the same as last year's —
slightly less than pathetic.
I see no reason for seven-day
plan holders, since they are indeed paying for Saturday and
Sunday meals, to be treated as
second class citizens with thirdclass food and fourth-class
service!! Come on ARA, give us a
break!
Michael Beates

Action praised
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"...no government ought to be without critics and
where the press is free no one ever will. If (the
government) is virtuous, it need not fear the free
operation of attack and defense. Nature has
given man no other means of sifting out the
truth, either in religion, law or politics..."
Tomas Jefferson, 1791
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I just want to say I'm glad to
see someone has enough interest
in the natural heritage, and
future of South Carolina to sit
down and take the time to write in
favor of the Congaree Swamp
(continued to page seventeen)
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Officials fail to recognize the
Declaration of Independence
Reprinted from Common Sense
WASHINGTON, D.C.—In the
most extensive survey of its kind,
the Peoples Bicentennial Commission recently polled 2,300
Federal government bureaucrats
on their familiarity with the
founding document of the
Republic—the Declaration of
Independence. Without identifying the type petition they were
carrying, a team of ten pollsters
asked the "public servants" from
twelve government agencies to
endorse the key paragraph of the
Declaration of Independence
containing the words:
"We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain
(inalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness—That to
secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed, that
whenever any form of government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the
people to alter or to abolish it,
and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such
principles, and organizing its
powers in such forms, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect

their safety and happiness."
Of the 2,300 Federal employees
sampled, 47 percent agreed to
sign Mr. Jefferson's words; and a
whopping 68 percent refused to
endorse the document.
Among those who signed, the
following comments were typical
of those expressed: "I think it
should be posted everywherereal common sense!" ... "I don't
know where the hell you got this,
babe, it's right on!" ... "If we can
elect those asses on the Hill, we
can kick them out'" ... "What we
need is a revolution. We've got
the people."
Among other things (some of

Agency
Congress
Executive Office Bldg.
Dept. of Agriculture
Dept. of Commerce
Dept. of Defense
(Pentagon)
Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare
Dept. of Housing &
Urban Development
Dept. of the Interior
Dept. of Justice
Dept. of Labor
Dept. of State
Dept. of Transportation

them unprintable) that were said
by those who refused to sign
were: "Looks like trash. Commie
stuff" ... "It's against the law to
overthrow the government" ...
"That's the Declaration of
Independence. I disagree with it
thoroughly" ... "It's from the
Communist Manifesto, I read it in
a history book'" ... "This is
anarchy!''
Just in case you've got a
favorite, or perhaps a least
favorite, government agency
you'd like to check up on, here
are the percentage results for
each:

Signed
Pet.

Didn't
Sign
Pet.

46.8
30.4
21.3
29.6

53.2
59.6
78.7
70.4

20.6

79.4

45.5

54.5

23.4
35.8
23.6
32.2
33.0
35.9

76.6
64.2
76.4
67.8
67.0
64.1
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The other side is
not so pretty
1975-76 has been designated for the bicentennial celebration of the United States'
declaration of political independence from Great
Britian.
Millions of dollars have already been spent in
preparation for the celebration, and while only a
few festivities have been held so far, it is already
painfully obvious that the celebration is destined
to be nothing more than a gaudy, expensive,
commercialized and glorified pat on the back for
America from the more affluent and powerful
sections of our society.
The premise behind the celebration is that
everything is A-OK with America.
There are, of course, things that are right
with this country — moments in our history of
which we can and should be proud. But by
pushing that side of America's heritage without
recognizing that there is another darker side to
this country's history, the organizers of the
bicentennial celebration are celebrating a lie.
It takes no more than a minute's glance at a
daily newspaper to see that this country does
have problems — serious ones.
The American economy is currently in a crisis
situation. The ever-present gap between the rich
and the poor is steadily widening. Scores of industrial executives and professional athletes
bring home yearly salaries in the half-million
dollar range, while more than 20 million
Americans (or about 10 per cent of the
population of the U.S.) scrounge out a bare
existence below the official poverty income
level.
Despite some improvements in the 1960's,
prejudice and inequality still provide almost
insurmountable obstacles for minority groups —
from blacks and Chicanos to women to aged
Americans of all races.
Serious crime has increased drastically just
during the last three years and apparently has
not yet reached its peak—if there is one.
The list could go on and on — but the simple
point is that despite what the bicentennialists are
trying to sell the American people, all is not right
with America. And its damn time that
Americans stopped their self-righteous backpatting long enough to take a serious and
realistic look at themselves.
What they see is not going to be all good, nor
will it be all bad. But looking back in adoration at
our past without trying to learn from the
mistakes we made the first 200 years is a waste
of everyone's time.

-t

Let ine know if you hear anything serious

It's time we made a serious effort to consider
the problem of how to make this country last
another 200 years.
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Ananaba wants students to be aware of ISA
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
"I really do not want to hide our
organization from the people; I want to
bring it to the people." This is what Terns
0. J. Ananaba, President of the International Student's Association on the
Clemson campus, feels to be the most
important part of his job in the coming
year.
Ananaba, a junior from Aba, Nigeria,
hopes to move the International Student's
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Association into the eyes of American
Clemson students and the Clemson
community as well during his term in
office. The major problem he cited is that
"Most Clemson students are aware that
there are foreign students on the campus,
but they are not aware of the ISA."
Ananaba feels that embracing the entire
student body and the surrounding community into the ISA is one of its prime
purposes and objectives. He described the
main goal of the ISA as being "to enhance
relationships and give good will and
friendship among all the nations
represented at Clemson University."
Ananaba later stated that the ISA serves
all 180 foreign students at Clemson this
semester. The students come from 38
different countries around the globe.
To kick off the year's activities and to set
out to accomplish his above-mentioned
goals, Ananaba said that there would be a
special "China night" presented at the
!
Foreign Student's Lounge (YMCA)
Monday at 7 p.m. He mentioned that, as
usual, the public is invited to attend this
affair, which will include a talk by a
Chinese student about his country, and
possibly movies on some Asian countries
and related subjects. This program will be
followed later in the semester by special
nights for Nigeria, the Bahamas, Jamaica,
and India. Clemson University President
Robert C. Edwards is scheduled to speak
at the Nigerian night on Oct. 6, Ananaba
said.
Although the special nations nights are
important in the ISA calendar for this

SENATE RUN-OFF
ELECTION
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semester, these are not the only projects
planned, Ananaba said. "Sometime next
month we will present the International
Bazaar," Ananaba noted, "where, among
other things, foods from various countries
will be prepared and served to whoever
wants to come, and in addition to this,
there will be other exhibitions and displays
set up on the various cultures around the
world, which the foreign students at
Clemson have come from."
The nature and extent of many of the
planned projects for this year are
somewhat indefinite, Ananaba said. This
is because, according to him, the ISA
received no funds from the Student
Government's budget for this year. "I
have talked with Student President Reggie
Foster about the possibility of funding
some of these events and hope that we will
be able to do more than we are able to do at
this time with our projects," Ananaba
noted.
Besides its involvement on the campus
and in the Clemson area, Ananaba would
like to continue activities of the ISA which
have been undertaken off-campus during
the last few years. In particular Ananaba
mentioned activities held at different area
colleges over the past few years; he hopes
to bring an Altrusan night to the Clemson
campus in October, where students from
several area colleges would be invited to
hear talks. "Another event planned is a
meeting on the food and hunger situation
in the world which was planned after I got
the idea at the National Association for
Foreign Student's Affairs Conference last

summer," Ananaba explained. "We are
currently planning a talk by a professor
from the Plant and Animal Science
Department here at our food-hunger
meeting, scheduled for November," he
added.
Foreign students at Clemson are able to
enjoy Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays through the ISA, Ananaba said.
"The Southern Baptist churches have
provided us with a Thanksgiving retreat in
North Carolina during that time of year,
and during Christmas Presbyterian and
Baptist churches all over the country
house the foreign students," Ananaba
related. He pointed out, "last year I spent
the Christmas at Mobile, Alabama, and
this was a place which I really enjoyed. All
the students really enjoyed the Christmas
trips."
It seemed that the great highlight of the
year for the ISA, however, occurs here at
Clemson. Ananaba explained, "every year
we have the Christmas party, where all the
foreign students wear the dress of our own
countries and invite everyone else to
come. This is the greatest fun for us in the
whole year."
Ananaba said that he generally feels
almost all the foreign students at Clemson
enjoy their stay here. "The reason that I
and many other students came to Clemson," he mentioned, "is that many of us
come from small towns in our own
countries and in this respect we feel more
comfortable at Clemson. Even though I do
intend to return to Nigeria after I graduate
to practice my profession, I will always be
glad that I came here."
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Energy administrators face more problems
by Kerry Capps
Managing Editor
Federal energy policy administrators
who still have problems convincing
Congress and the public that their energy
conservation program is feasible, apparently may soon have to deal with two
more complications.
Nuclear power development, which the
administration has been counting on to
provide 25 to 30 per cent of the country's
energy by 1985, may be curtailed sharply
by proposed bans on nuclear development.
At least 20 states are considering
legislation to ban or limit nuclear power
plant construction.
The question involved is energy
production versus the potential dangers of
nuclear pollution—and several states
appear to be leaning in favor of the environmentalist point of view.
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Saudi Arabia has recently been told by
Stanford Research Institute, a major
consultant to the nation, that it could cut
oil production from seven million barrels
to three million barrels per day and still
have sufficient income to procede with its
extensive development plans.
Such a cut would decrease exports and
thus force prices higher.
Meanwhile, efforts by President Ford
and congressional leaders to reach a
compromise on the decontrol of oil prices
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Administration officials also fear that if
one of the large, influential states passes
such a legislation Congress might be
pressured into a similar move.
Rising petroleum prices is another
major problem which federal energy officials must face—especially since a major
element of administration energy policy is
the decontrol of oil prices. Efforts to keep
prices under control may be seriously
jeopardized by a decrease in the volume of
imported oil from Saudi Arabia.
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feiffer
have apparently reached a stalemate.
Ford said Tuesday he is willing to
support the 45-day extension of pricecontrols only if Congress approves his plan
to phase out all controls over a 39-month
period.

expressed doubt that they can come up
with enough votes to override the veto.
HOLLINGS OPPOSES DRILLING PLAN

Speaker of the House Carl Albert said
that because of the wide variety of opinion
in the House, it is impossible to assure the
President of congressional approval
towards the gradual phase-out.

Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C), a longtime proponent of ocean conservation, has
offered criticism to the Department of
Interior's planning to open a vast area of
the Atlantic Ocean off the South Carolina,
North Carolina and Georgia coasts for
exploratory oil and natural gas drilling.

Congressional Democrats have said they
will make no further efforts to compromise with Ford on oil decontrol until
after an attempt is made to override his
Tuesday's veto of a bill extending price
controls for six months. Opposition leaders

The plan, which has not yet been officially announced, but which has been in
the planning stages for several months,
will open an area of 20 million acres of
ocean floor for drilling, making it the
largest drilling area ever designated off

the U.S. coast.
Under the plan, oil companies will be
allowed to explore designated off-shore
plots for petroleum reserves. Hollings maintains that no full scale
development will be allowed until after
exploration to determine how much
petroleum the area contains. The U.S.
Geologic Survey, however, says it is impossible to tell whether the explorations
will yield petroleum until the first wells
are actually drilled.
Hollings argues that the environmental
impact of the drilling—including the effect
on beaches and coastal resort communities—should be ascertained before
any exploration is permitted.
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Springteen's album a success
Ian Hunter and Bruce
Springsteen, Born to Run
by Roland Skinner
Last year, after a nervous
breakdown, the exit of lead
guitarist Ariel Bender, and a
largely unproductive attempt at
recording a new album, Ian
Hunter left Mott the Hoople,
possibly the best of the intellectual rock bands to make it
big in the glitter era. Mott
combined basic gut level rock
and roll with super intellectual
lyrics. The group was largely
masterminded by Hunter whose
influences trom Bob Dylan and1
David Bowie clearly showed,
especially on Mott's last three
albums.
With the demise of Mott,
Hunter went into the studio with
lead guitarist and former Bowie
crony, Mick Ronson, to cut a solo
album which resulted in Ian
Hunter.
The lyrics of the new album,
with three exceptions, are not as
introspective, nor as intellectually enthralling as most of
Mott's later work. However,
there are three exceptions —
"Boy," a tribute to Dylan and
possibly to Bowie also, "I Get So
Excited," and the deeply and
almost neurotically introspective
"It Ain't Easy When You Fall,"
form the meat of the album.
Particularly "It Ain't Easy..."
seems to give us a glimpse into
the feeling of Hunter's depression
and seems to be an explanation
for his breakdown.
What most of the songs lack in
lyrical content, however, they
more than make up in sheer
energy of performance and in
arrangement. The first three
songs, "Once Bitten Twice Shy,"
"Who Do You Love," and
"Lounge Lizard," are all gut
level rockers. Placed with hardly
a breath between them, they
plunge the listener full force into
the album; from there until the
abrupt ending of "I Get So
Excited," Hunter never lets his
audience stop to catch their
breath. The energy of the album
demands that the album be
listened to without break as
Hunter and his top notch backup
band mesmerize the listener into
a completely enjoyable experience.
Bruce Springsteen is another
musician who has obviously been
profoundly influenced by Dylan.
His strong points are his lyrics
and his unique, hoarse, but
refreshingly exciting voice.
Springsteen becomes so intense
as he sings the lyrics of his songs
that his voice frequently breaks
into a hoarse and manic scream
which is not a little reminiscent of
some of Dylan's early singing.
The sound of Born to Run is
much denser than on the earlier
two Springsteen albums. The
songs are tightly constructed
around driving guitar chords and
saxophones, but contain the same
soulish base characteristic of the

earlier Springsteen. The lyrics,
as in the past, make reference to
the hard luck of the street life and
conjure up in my mind frames
from James Dean's Rebel
Without a Cause. A forlorn and
impending sense of doom and the
lost cause, which I felt as I
watched that movie, seems to
prevail throughout Born to Run in
songs
like
"Night,"
"Backstreets,"
"Jungleland,"
and the title song.
Perhaps Springsteen feels that
he also is a victim of this hard
luck life. The message of Born to
Run is that the life of a street
outcast is also the fate of the
street life's poets. This message
is repeated throughout the album
and climaxes in Springsteen's
forlorn moan in the last stanza of
"Jungleland." However, the
music of Born to Run and the
critical acclaim Springsteen is
presently receiving for performances and his previous two
albums prove that he is at the
least no rock and roll outcast.
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
NEIL YOUNG
by Nick Saville
Neil Young's latest album,
Tonight's The Night, is a
meaningless menagerie of
captured emotions as seen
through Young's experiences
with the dark side of life. (i.e.
junk) Although some of the songs
create an almost poignant
remorse or deep, gutsy blues
feeling in the listener, most of
them are meaningless to our ears
because the former member of
CSN&Y has chosen to present
them in an entirely personal and
selfish manner which resembles
the worst productions of Bob
Dylan as far
as
poor
arrangements and sloppy vocals
goIt's embarrassing. I like
Young, but he seems to have lost
the ability to hold a pitch or
follow a melodic line. It is really
reminiscent of Dylan on several
cuts of Self-Portrait. To parallel
Young with Dylan further, he
sometimes seems to save the
performance from the brink of
disaster; he is able to reach a
point where his audience must
think to themselves, "Oh-oh, he's
gonna really blow it this time,"
and miraculously save the song,
usually by ending it with a strong
musical resolution. Unfor:
tunately, he only comes through
in this manner on a few songs
from Tonight's the Night.
The title cut consists of short
descriptions of a cocaine dealer,
separated by a clich'd musical
refrain made up of the phrase,
"tonight's the night." "Roll
Another Number (for the Road)"
makes a little point about those

that

who drive while stoned;
"Albuquerque" reminds one of
places we've already been in
Young's imagination, namely,
the Ontario of "Helpless" from
CSN&Y; and, for what it's worth,
"Come on Baby Let's Go
Downtown" features a particularly horrid vocal.

By Mike Del Campo
Features Writer

Neil Young fanatics may be
pleased, but anyone who loves
real music will be dissatisfied
with Tonight's the Night.
STEPPIN*
The Pointer Sisters
by Roland Skinner
The Pointer Sisters have a
rather unique position in the rock
world in that their music at one
time or another spans a wide
range between soul, jazz, jazzrock, and even country. With
their fourth album, Steppin,',
they prove that they are not
merely camp performers who
have managed to appear at the
right time to ride the nostalgia
wave to popularity. The eight
songs of Steppin' show that the
Pointer Sisters are to be taken
seriously both as interpreters and
as musicians. In fact, there is
only one song on the album that
could be called humorous, "Save
the Bones for Henry Jones" and
this song is placed on the second
side between a tribute medley to
the late Duke Ellington and Burt
Bacharach's "Wanting Things"
such that it, for a moment,
relieves the seriousness of the
rest of the album.
The Pointer's forte seems to be
fast, hard driving soul songs like
"Yes We Can Can?" and
"There's Love in Them There
Hills" from their past albums. On
Steppin' there is again a generous
helping of these songs. "How
Long (Betcha Got A Chick On The
Side)," "Chainey Do," and Allen
Toussaint's "Goin' Down Slowly"
are all excellently performed and
arranged soul songs which give
the Pointers' vocal abilities full
reign.
The real treat of the album,
however, is the Ellington medley
"I Ain't Got Nothing But the
Blues." Combining about eight of
the Duke's songs, this track is a
most tasteful and moving
arrangement. The girls' voices
blend and weave in and out of the
songs giving the effect of a finely
woven tapestry.
The overall taste and excellence of the performance and
production of Steppin' alone
places it above most soul and
rock albums; the tremendous
personality of the Pointer Sisters
conveyed in each song makes it
one of the best albums of the
summer.

These incomparable musicians had it made. Good times
abounded and, moreover, the new generation kept a constant
watch for the new bands, soloists, and arrangements, as well
as following those established bands lucky enough to capture
the limelight.
More often than not, programs would boast of such greats
as Bunny Berigan, Buddy Rich, Tommy Dorsey, and Charlie
Spivak. That was jazz and that was the pre-World War II era.
Today's jazzmen, like their earlier counterparts, are not
merely musicians, but musical trend-setters. And the influence of rock, blues, and soul recognizes an accumulation
of styles dating from the 1940's through Elvis (who was introduced by the Dorsey brothers), the Beatles, and such jazzrock giants as Chicago and Blood Sweat and Tears. Writing
jazz-rock off as something that is not quite jazz and not quite
rock is a basic misconception among today's pop arrangers.
Approaching the jazz-rock threshold, one generally finds
progressive jazz most impressionable. First, it is important
to qualify the often misused term "progressive jazz."
Ahmad Jamal and Herbie Hancock are "progressive" in
that they build on the foundations of jazz toward something
just within the realm of jazz. On the other hand, Milt Jackson
and Errol Gardner work mainly within the ground work of
jazz music: syncopation and contrasting orchestration.
Thus, progressive jazz versus contemporary jazz.
Second, the sensitive nature of progressive jazz branching
out tends to warrant experimentation in the rock field.
Primarily progressive, The Herbie Hancock Grup is easily
and successfully swayed toward the rock style and rhythm.
The main impetus behind the group is obviously the man
behind the Fender Rhodes.
Hancock, a la Cameleon, is backed by saxman Bennie
Maupin, with Paul Jackson on bass and Harvey Mason on
drums. Since its 1973 Columbia release, Cameleon and The
Herbie Hancock Group have gathered momentum in the field
of rock-pop music. Now, if Hancock does not capitalize on pop
music like colleague Herbie Mann...
Reissues: Gil Evan's Pacific Standard Time and the Paul
Chambers-John Coltrane. Re-release: High Step On Blue
Note...Current releases: Hubert Law's Chicago Theme (CTI6058S1) and Ron Carter Spanish Blue (CTI-6051SD... New
Releases: Roland Hanna Perugia and The Modern Jazz
Quartet The Last Concert on Atlantic.
Notes: Jazz programming hits Clemson via WSBF-FM
Monday thru Friday between 5:30 and 6:30 ... Letters can be
sent to ATJ, c-o The Tiger, P. 0. Box 2097, Clemson Univ.,
S.C.
DR. HOOK
BANKRUPT
by David Schipper
I remember when "Sylvia's
Mother" hit the air waves. It was
great. The vocalist put so much
feelings in that ballad that he was
crying. Nobody ever did that on
A.M. radio before.
On the next two albums, Sloppy
Seconds and Belly Up, Dr. Hook
turned to a lighter "insane" look
at their music. With each album
there was an improvement in
their playing.
Well, now Dr. Hook released
Bankrupt, their fourth album.

"The Millionaire," their latest
single, came from it. The music
is as tight and insane as ever. The
insane songs are still there, as in
Shel Silverstein's "I Got Stoned
And I Missed It." It is done much
better than Jim Stafford's version of the same song, due to the
insanities Dr. Hook adds. They
also look at our country's anniversary in a crazy way by
singing "Do Downs" to the tune
of "Camptown Races."
The ballads are done better on
this album than on the previous
three. Just listen to Sam Cooke's
"Only Sixteen." Add s( little insanity to your life.
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Book about Attica called "masterpiece
A TIME TO DIE
by Tom Wicker (Quadrangle $10.00,
soon in paper back...)
In Sept. 1971, inmates of the Attica
Correctional Facility in New York
revolted and captured a section of the
prison. They held 50 hostages, mostly
guards.The leaders of theinmates wanted
several men from outside the prison
system to act as intermediaries in the
negotiations with officials of the institution. The men were summoned.
The inmates and their leaders were
scared. None of them wanted to die, and
they felt that a compromise could be
reached.
They played their lives in the hands of
the intermediaries because they knew the
prison officials would never negotiate with
convicts.
Tom Wicker was a writer of political
columns for the New York Times. He was
a product of a middle-class upbringing,
and he felt he had a comfortable life. He
occasionally embraced liberalism from
afar.
Several of the Attica inmates had read a
series of articles by Wicker concerning
prison reform. Believing him sincere, they
asked that he come to Attica as an intermediary.

Wicker was at first frightened and appalled by the idea but eventually he went
to Attica.
The account of his involvement in the
negotiations,
ultimate failure of the
negotiations and the subsequent slaughter

of 29 inmates and 10 hostages by corrections officers and state troopers formed
the groundowrk for A Time To Die.
To Wicker, however, the Attica revolt
was much more.
Attica brought Wicker face to face with
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himself and the image of an America he
never dreamed existed. He recorded
everything and fused it into a total environment of menace and disillusionment
from which most Americans had insulated
themselves. Wicker transcended the
prison study genre on the sheer truth of his
vision.
"No one wanted to face the whole truth
about himself; in the final analysis no one
wanted to be forced to know whether, or
how much of, his life was bullshit—much
less to be forced into the position where
others knew, perhaps more quickly than
he ... they all were coming face to face
with more knowledge of themselves than
any could have wished," Wicker wrote.
Wicker's book is painful to read; but it is
an education you need desperately.

A Time to Die is a major work of nonfiction, and I admire Tom Wicker immensely. The book is a masterpiece, the
kind of book I wish I had written. That is
the highest praise I can offer.

Ti&ih 4 Acorns
by Matt Crawford
WEDNESDAY

Auditions for "A Thousand Clowns" and
"Rumplestiltkins" will be held September 15, 16,
and 17 from 7-9 p.m. at the Mask, the Oconee
Community Theatre, on North First Street in
Seneca. The production "A Thousand Clowns" is set
for Nov. 6, 7, and 8, and Nov. 13, 14, and 15.
"Rumplestiltkins" will be presented Saturday Oct.
28 and Nov. 1. Interested persons should try to attend one of the three audition nights. No special
qualifications are necessary. For further information, call 882-7700.

Macrame short course, Rm. 1 of the Y, 7-9 p.m.
The Short Film Festival I will be held in the new
Senate Chambers at 8 p.m.
THURSDAY
Guitar short course, Rmn. 1 of the Y, 7-8 p.m.
Minor Car Repair short course, 7-9 p.m. Call the
Union Information Desk for the meeting place.
Hull and Roche of the Coffeehouse Circuit Act will
perform in the Gutter; shows are at 9 and 10 p.m. A
50 cent donation is asked.

A French film, "Les Jeux sonts Faits" ("The Die
is Cast") will be presented Monday at 7 p.m. in Rm.
315 of Daniel Hall. The film is subtitled in English
and is presented free of charge by the languages
department.

COMING
Canoe workshop, Sept. 20 or 21 from 1-5 p.m. Skills
of canoeing will be taught for $1.00. Register at the
Union Information Desk.
Registration of short courses in Ceramic Beads
and Jewelry, Woodcarving and Bicycle Touring is
at the Union Information Desk.
Bus trips to the Georgia Tech, Ga., and USC
football games are available for $3 and $2. Sign up
for the buses at the Union Information Desk and
pick up game tickets (of limited number) at Jervey
Athletic Center.

Union Events
FRIDAY
A Beer Bust at the Y Barn with a band will be at 8
p.m. Cost is $2.00
Movie: "Cinderella Liberty," 6:50 and 9 p.m. at
the Y theater through Sat., 50 cents.
SUNDAY
Wildwater Unlimited Rafting Trip on the Chattooga River will leave from the parking lot in front
of Mell Hall at 8 a.m.
Free Flick: "Mutiny on the Bounty" and "Jane
Eyre," at 8 p.m. at the Y theatre.
MONDAY
Yoga short course, Rm. 2 at the Y, 8-9:15 p.m.
Movie: "Panic in Needle Park," at the Y theatre
at 7 and 9 p.m., regular admission.

Concerts

TUESDAY
Aqua Pets and Aquariums short course, Rm. 2 of
the Y, 7-9 p.m.
Belly Dancing short course, Y gym, from 1:303:30 p.m.
Crochet short course, Rm. 1 of the Y, 7-9 p.m.

Sat.—Loggins and Messina, 8 p.m. in Littlejohn
Coliseum. Tickets are $4.50 general admission, and
$6.25 floor. They can be bought in both dining halls
and at the Union during the afternoons.
Sat.—Z Z Top, 8 p.m. at the Omni in Atlanta.
Oct. 5—The Allman Brothers Band (and special
guests) at the Omni, Atlanta. Tickets are $6 advance and $7 the day of the show.
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MUSIC
IT'S BETTER NOW THAN EVER
MUSICIANS TODAY ARE GETTING BETTER AND
SO IS RECORDING AND PLAY BACK EQUIPMENT
HIGHEST QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT IS WHAT
WE'RE ALL ABOUT.
In our three years in the hi fi business we have seen
stereo components improve, especially in the areas of
distortion and definition along with the quality of many of
the records!
The MUSIC MACHINE is staffed by musicians who
select the few choice audio products that offer: (l)The
most musical reproduction. This is not determined by
taking measurements of frequency response or dispersion
angles. It is simply a matter of listening and comparing
the equipment with the original — live music We feel
qualified because we are musicians, familiar with the real
thing. (2) Value — is this model worth the price that we
sell it for? A word here —Our selling price is determined
by our cost and not by the manufacturer's suggested retail
price. As we often tell our customers, "It's not what you
don't pay that counts. It's what you do pay and what it's
worth." Our recommendations offer the most music for
the money. In other words the best value. (3) Reliability.
Let's face it. Nobody wants a lemon. You don't want to
buy one and we certainly don't want to sell you one.
Because of all the hassles we simply don't sell unreliable
equipment.
Of course, our selections are a matter of opinion —
ours, but we feel qualified and our customers agree. So —
if you're into today's music come in and play your records
on our favorite equipment. You'll hear the highest
quality, best value, most reliable music machines
available today.

Never before have we been able to offer this much
quality at this popular low price. The retail on this system
is $519.80 and you can have the ignition key along with the
rest of the system for less than 300 dollars while the SUDDIV
lasts.
'
The Yamaha CS-70 receiver has 22 watts per channel in
two channel operation and can be converted to quaddiscrete and matrix at the flip of a front panel switch.
The Harman-Kardon Model 20 speakers offer very
smooth sound and they handle plenty of power.
The BSR 2260 automatic turntable handles your record
collection gently and makes all the required moves
necessary to drop records one at a time.
We warranty this system for five full years. This includes parts and labor. This is the system you must hear
before you buy. Available only at the Music Machine.
The Phillips GA212 manual table created quite a rage
when it was released a couple of years ago. It was the
audiophile's turntable at the working man's price. Still is
at $169.95. It has a Servo Motor and extremely low-mass
tone arm, suitable for playing today's high compliance
cartridges. Auto stop and a very nice hinged dust cover
make this table a choice table to own and use.
PHILLIPS GA212 $169.95

The Advent FM radio is the
most enjoyable product we've
ever seen. Why? Simply because
it is extremely good and
very convenient.
. |f sounds
big. It will reproduce music
really convincingly, with a sound
foundation of bass and the clarity
and definition of expensive audio
equipment, at levels up to and
including full room volume. The
FM reception is literally as good
as our favorite $460 receiver.
The two piece design of the Advent FM radio lets you
put its controls wherever they are easiest to use and the
speaker wherever it sounds best.

SSZS

Our $680 system is as good as our most expensive
system. It has less than .1 per cent distortion. (Yamaha is
the only company that makes receivers this good). In our
three years of selling audio equipment we had never
heard any major difference between the various brands of
Japanese receivers — until Yamaha Lower distortion
means better audible definition and MORE PLEASURE.
Also, it's nice to know that your Yamaha has a 5 year
warranty. This entire system is very enjoyable to listen to
and to its clean sound. Advent speakers are simply unbeatable for pure, accurate listening for speakers in the
$100 - $300 price range. They play the lowest note you can
hear which is something almost no other speaker can
claim. This is not just "bass notes" but truly low
frequencies. Try the heart beat introduction on the Pink
Floyd - Dark Side of the Moon album. If you don't feel it
shake your body, you're missing part of the music that the
band intended you to hear. We guarantee Advents against
failure (even after a weekend blowout) for ten years.
The PE 3044 turntable is made by the well known Dual
people but is an improvement over standard Dual
products. We've sold a great many of this model PE and
we have found its flawless performance is unsurpassed by
any other automatic turntable. It can be used as a manual
with auto shut off also. The Ortofon F15 cartridge offers
extremely good trackability for its relatively low cost.
Our system $680 sounds like music.

TANDBERG TCD 310 is the world's only 3 motor, dual
capstan closed loop, direct drive spooling, servo
Recorder

electr0nical|

y operated o'olby"cassette
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Tired of being ripped off by the high quality of good
recording tape and the poor quality of "Bargain Buys"'
Try the TDK tapes and compare. Your satisfaction is
guaranteed, as with all our products.
Just a sample of prices:
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look ms.de and consider the mechanism and the elec-

37 Pet. Off
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tronics and then operate the machine as we did-and
that s when ,t begins to stand out from the others Jam

/-,
r>
Open Reel
Cassettes

There are many ways to sell, but some are misleading and
unfair-Advent's way is to offer products that are better
than anybody else's and at half the price of the next best.
It seems to be working. He's selling more quality speakers
than anybody anywhere. In System $440, we use the
Smaller Advent Loudspeaker which is the first low cost
(under a hundred dollars) speaker that will play the
lowest note you can hear. And all notes are very smooth.
The system seems to have no sound of its own. It merely
plays what you put on. A perfect companion, the H K 330B,
provides the power and flexibility needed to "move air"
and delight your ears. To handle your discs we've chosen
the BSR2310 a step ahead of the BSR2260 with a heavier
platter and with a wood grain base.

The Sony Trinitron system produces the highest quality
TV picture we've seen in a small screen TV. (Believe it or
not Advent makes the world's biggest and best TV; and
only $3695.00)
Come see black as, black instead of the usual gray.
Colors are just plain beautiful and detail is simply unsurpassed.
Sony's TV's come in all shapes and sizes — from 5" to
19". Do your eyes a favor — eat carrot s and watch a Sony
Trinitron.

8-Track

,.
S-1800
AVDUA L-1800
Krom C-90
EDC-90
SDC-90
D C-90
8TR80SD
8TR90D

List

6 99

4 70

8 49
4 99
4.99
3.99
2.99
4 39
2.99

5 87
3'41
3;41
273
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the most professional open-reel machines....From a use
pomt of v,ew, the electronic push-button controls of the
TCD-310 are really a joy. You simply can't do anyth no
wrong—even if you try."
anyming
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3'24
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Music MACHINE
Anderson Highway One Mile Past 1-85 In Anderson
Ph .-224-2584 or 845-5349
Wade Hampton Blvd. Near Robert Hall In Greenville
Ph.-2<8-l630
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Lemon professor discusses popular culture
By Steve Matthews
Features Writer
The novels we read, the music we listen
to, and the television programs we watch
all reveal and often reflect attitudes of our
society, according to Dr. Roger G. Rollin,
professor of English at Clemson. Rollin
teaches the course, "Literature and Mass
Media," a class on the subject of popular
culture.
Rollin is Clemson's William James
Lemon professor of Literature. The
professorship, established to lure a wellknown scholar to Clemson, is funded by
Lemon's son.
Rollin, who received his PhD from Yale,
formerly taught at Franklin and Marshall
College in Lancaster, Pa. He has written a
book studying Herrick, and a textbook
Hero-Anti Hero.
Popular Culture,' the mass production of
art such as television, "engages the attention of tens of millions of people constantly," and grosses billions of dollars
annually, Rollin said.
"By studying the popular culture in
relationship to the society out of which it
comes, we can begin to understand that
society," he commented.
Popular culture satisfies the needs and
desires of a great many people, he stated.
"If we can understand an item of popular
culture...maybe we've taken one more
step toward understanding our society."
Television programs such as "Bonanza"
and "Adam-12" reinforce our society's
values. Although television doesn't change
people's minds or behaviors, it does influence them, Dr. Rollin remarked.
"Television is not only family entertainment..., but it subconsciously sells

the family," he said. "The Waltons" is so
blatant an example of this that "it turns
some people off."
Movies are more centered around the
individual than the family, Rollin said.
"Jaws" is an example of this: "one weak
man against a 25-foot monster shark."
"Jaws" appeals to our anxieties "that
we are weak, we are vulnerable, there are
things out there that are much stronger
than we are, that we can't understand
them and that can destroy us," Dr. Rollin
stated.
The rebel in each of us tends to be
satisfied by most movies, he related.
However, he added that the family is more
satisfied by television.
Rollin judged the overall impact of
television as not harmful, although some
individual programs may be. "I said three
years before Watergate that "Mission
Impossible" was the most immoral show
on television.
"These people were violating human
rights and human dignity and breaking
laws, both national and international,
supposedly for some good of America and
its allies," he said.
Pornography also has its place in
popular culture, Rollin pointed out. Its
effect is not harmful, he commented.
"There is something very fundamental
about the appeal that pornography has,"
Dr. Rollin stated. "Like comedy and adventure stories, pornography basically
says that life is worth living, that life is
good.
"My personal view is that the only true
pornography is the glorification of
violence and death," Rollin wrote in an
essay to the Popular Culture Association.
The Miss America beauty contest is

The University Union
Presents

Blast Tulane
Beer Bust
Friday Sept. 12
Y-Barn 8:30 p.

another artifact of pop culture. It is
"America's annual virgin sacrifice,"
celebrating traditional American values of
youth, beauty and virginity, Rollin said.

Popular culture and literature are
related, Rollin added. "Shakespeare was
basically a popular culturist. Dickens is
another example of this," he said.

ROLLIN

Banta

THE GROCERY
(The Old Winn-Dixie)

This Week-End Only

"CHOICE"
Saturday Afternoon features a Jam Session
by "Choice" after the game (for Free)

STARTING NEXT WEEK:
MONDAYS - Free Adm. for everyone

Music by:

Tuesdays - Free Adm. for Ladies

ANDERSON
REDDING COMPANY

Wednesdays - Draft Special

$2.00 Admission
Limited to First 500 People

Appearing Next Week

Happy

"Arleen & Bobby"

Hours

(show and dance group)

2-6
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fi.P.S
Outraged zookeeper locked in monkey cage
come under protection by law.
Armed with a pitchford, a crowbar and a
Another importing problem has been
knife, an outraged zookeeper caged
that 75 per cent of all wild animals
himself in the monkey house of a Brooklyn
destined for pet shops, research institutes
zoo, smashed windows and shouted, "the
and zoos — nearly 24 million a year —
baby hippo died—the monkeys are sick —
arrive
dead, according to the Fund for
the vets don't come — nobody cares."
Animals. And importing exotic animals,
The 23-year-old zookeeper was
such as cheetahs, monkeys and lions, for
protesting the treatment of the zoo's
pet purposes was banned in February,
animals. For his efforts he was sent to a
1974.
hospital for observation and, the broken
To help fill the demand for animals by
windows were replaced.
zoos, the National Zoological Park plans to
Since their beginning in the 19th century
set up a special farm in Virginia, divided
as upper class menageries, zoos have been
into 35-acre sections, that will recreate
the delight of many, but also—according to
natural animal habitats in the hopes of
animal humane groups — the death and
stimulating animal reproduction.
destruction of many once-noble animals.
"Unless we breed them in captivity,"
Instead of seeing animals as they acsays Dr. Theodore Reed, director of the
tually exist, humane groups have argued,
National Zoological Park, "zoos won't
visitors find bored and crazed beasts who
have them."
are limited to pacing back and forth in
A major road block to zoo-improvement
small cages, pulling out their own hair or
is cost. The Indianapolis Zoo, which
staring vacantly between the bars of their
acquired three giraffes for $21,000 in 1968,
home.
had to pay $22,000 for just one giraffe in
While some zoos, like the renowned one
1974. Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo, which
in San Diego, have achieved exceptional
buys 100,000 pounds of horsemeat a year is
conditions, most city zoos lack the space
now paying 58 cents a pound.
necessary to recreate natural habitat and
Humane societies, however, have said
settle for cages or small pens that do not
that better zoos are not the answer.
provide adequate exercise space, freedom
"Conditions at most zoos are
or privacy for animals.
abominable," said a spokeswoman for the
In addition to such living conditions,
United Action for Animals, "but we're not
many animals are eventually used for
working to improve them, we want to see
laboratory research, designed to become
zoos eliminated."
"animal models of human disease,"
charges the New York-based United
Action for Animals.
Sometimes zoos themselves become
testing grounds. In an incident known as
the "London Zoo Catastrophe" a colony of
(CPS) — Pornography is becoming
a hundred male baboons was transported
important enough as a genre to merit some
to a rockwork enclosure called "Monkey
study, educators at the University of
Hill." In order to study mating habits and
Denver have reasoned. So starting this
behavior, females were introduced on the
month, the university's English departisland.
ment will offer a course called "Smut and
The results were disastrous. Fighting
Literature."
among the males for possession of the
The approach to erotica will be threefemales resulted in brutal injuries and
pronged: first, it will examine the difdeath. Over a five year period, 61 of the
ferent cultural attitudes toward sex and its
males were killed, 21 of 30 females were
killed and only one young baboon of the 15 place in literature through history;
second, it will look at aniti-pornography
bred on the island survived.
laws over the last 200 years; and finally, it
In some cases the unnatural enwill
try to evaluate the artistic quality of
vironment has led to animal sterility. In
pornography.
order to maintain exhibits, zoos have had
to import more and more animals, a task
Dr. Joerg Fichte, who will teach the
increasingly difficult as park areas course, said she hoped it would be the
disappear and the remaining animals beginning of a series of topical literature

"Smut" offered

FOR
PIZZAS
&

courses that deal with contemporary
human experiences.

Pay toilets out
(CPS) — Pay toilet foes have won a
significant battle in the war to rid the
world of "degrading, sexist" pay toilets,
as the Iowa House of Representatives
voted recently to outlaw pay toilets in all
public places in that state.
The ban came as a result of the lobbying
efforts of local members of the Committee
to End Pay Toilets in America (CEPTIA).
Pay toilet manufacturers also conducted
some lobbying, passing our pamphlets
which quoted 100 satisfied pay toilet users,
but the final vote was 80-15 against pay
toilets.
Meanwhile, two CEPTIA members in
Cincinnati, Oh have asked the city council
to ban pay toilets in that city.
The two members, Debbie Schimberg
and Eve Lackritz, claimed that pay toilets
humilates women, forcing them to crawl
under the stall doors if they do not have
change. In addition, pay toilets are sexist.
"Have you ever seen a pay urinal?"
Schimberg demanded of the council. The
two women further charged that it is
unethical and an infringement of human
rights to. take advantage of biological
needs.
CEPTIA, which claims 1600 members
nationwide, is out to get rid of all the
estimated 50,000 pay toilets in the United
States.

Sex is effected
(CPS-ZNS) — A new sex study at
Rutgers University indicates that a little
alcohol may make you a better lover.
A Rutgers research team, working
under a federal government grant, has
been giving student volunteers shots of
whiskey and then showing them pornographic movies.
Each volunteer, after drinking the hard
stuff, is placed alone in a room with a bed
while the movie is being shown. The
physical responses to the X-rated films are
then recorded by researchers located in
the next room.

You've got a
together bike, right?
Keep it together.
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Fast Free Delivery
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DUNLOP & YOKOHAMA TIRES
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The team reports they have two sets of
erotic movies — one for men and one for
women.
Terence Wilson, the project director,
said that the results thus far indicate that
subjects with a slight amount of alcohol in
their systems seem to be more quickly and
easily aroused than are completely sober
subjects.
However, Wilson added, if too much
booze is consumed, the arousal factor
suddenly drops considerably. A little
alcohol seems to be the best, Wilson said.

Professor fired
(CPS) — A professor who held nude
encounter sessions in his house as part of a
class on sexism has been laid off by
Stockton State College in New Jersey.
A Stockton official said the professor,
Jack Barense, has been let go so that the
college can hire an additional accounting
professor. Barnes, however, has claimed
he was dropped because of the nude
sessions and has filed a grievance with the
faculty union.

(CPS) — A woman faculty member who
was suspended because she breast-fed her
daughter in a faculty lounge has been
reinstated.
Child development professor Rosanne
Holliday of Southwestern College in Chula
Vista, Ca was suspended in November
after she was cited for 13 violations of a
college rule forbidding faculty children to
be on campus during class hours.
The rule was passed last spring by the
college employees to neglect their duties to
nurse their children.
Arbitrator William Green, to whom the
Holliday-Southwestern grievance was
submitted, said that the charge of "unprofessional conduct" was dismissed
unconditionally and that the suspension
should be stayed for three years and
perhaps permanently.
Green said that while Holliday violated
the trustee's ruling, her refusal to honor
that policy "did not amount to. an effective
attack on school administration," since
her action produced no adverse effects on
the college.
Holliday praised the American
Federation of Teachers for its help in the
case, and pointed out that she felt it would
have been "unprofessional" of her to have
followed the policy set down by the
trustees. As a child development
professor, Holliday taught her classes that
breast-feeding was very desirable for good
child development.
Holliday has resumed her teaching
duties, but her daughter stays with a
housekeeper since she is now old enough
not to require the frequent nursing which
created the controversy.

(CPS) — Sexual relations between
teachers and students were recently
surveyed at UCLA.
Of the 350 questionaires circulated to
both teaching assistants and professors, 15
per cent were returned. Of those, 20 per
cent of the faculty admitted to having
sexual relations with their students. Half
of those respondents said they approached
the students and the other half said they
were approached or just "fell" into affairs.
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Courses provide health and safety education
by John Rowntree
Editor-in-chief
In a recent year, $11.5 billion in costs
were passed on to consumers, by industries, because of accidents. Although
this figure from Department of Labor
statistics for 1972 included fires, most of
the costs involved personal lost-time accidents.
The accident problem has become so
severe that during 1972, 14,000 workers
were killed in industry.
Efforts to enforce existing safety

f

regulations led to the William Steiger
Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970. The act, which was passed in Dec.
1970 and became effective on July 1, 1971
created the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA).
In the summer of 1974, Clemson
University received a $100,000 joint grant
from the National Institute of Safety and
Health (NIOSH) and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to
begin an era of concentration in
management aimed at educating students
in safety and health, according to Paul F.

Peterson, instructor of industrial
management.
The work on the two-year grant began
last fall when one course was offered. Last
spring 60 students enrolled in the program
which was expanded to three courses.
Presently there are about 25 administrative management majors with
safety and health as their area of concentration, according to Peterson.
Interest is very high, Peterson related,
and one of the four courses being offered
this semester was expanded to two sections. One hundred students are taking the

four courses presently being offered, he
continued.
The courses now offered are SH 201,
Scope and Functions of Safety
Professional, SH 301, Accident Prevention
and Loss Control Procedure, SH 302
Measurement of Effectiveness of Accident
Prevention Controls, and SH 410, Public
Safety.
Job prospects for graduates appear to De
excellent, Peterson maintained. "We have
legislation that must be lived with. If
someone can go out and say I know how to
live with it he will be in demand,"
(continued to page fifteen)

RED PARKER'S SCOREBOARD

football picnic paks
roast beef or ham on sub roll ready to go

With A Pre-Packed Game Special
choice of egg salad, chicken salad, or pimento cheese
sandwich with potato chips and medium drink

t

available at 10 am - 2 pm Saturday
OPEN SAT. 9 A.M. -12 MIDNIGHT

Fast service!

Call In Your Orders — Ready When You Drop By

University Square • phone 654-6895

Oh Yes, Ice Cream Too!
at College Ave. and Hwy. 93 across from Mali Hall

LAKEVIEW STEAK HOUSE
123 BY PASS SENECA, S.C.

The Finest In Steaks, Seafoods and Beverages In a Very
Hospitable Atmosphere

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
ICE CREAM
SH0PPE
and Sunday Special

PRIVATE DINING
ROOM
Accommodations for
up to 40 guests
USDA prime top
sirloin
charcoal
broiled to suit your
taste. Served with
salad, baked potato
or vegetables and hot
bread.

SPECIAL
SUNDAY THRU
THURSDAY
SIRLOIN
FOR TWO

$095

8

SIRLOIN
FOR FOUR

15

95

OPEN 7 DAYS
SUNDAY
• Lunch, noon-2 p.m.
• Dinner, 4:30 p.m.-9
p.m.
MONDAYSATURDAY
• Dinner, 4:30-11 p.m.
LUNCH SERVED
Wed.,Thurs.,&Fri.
11:30a.m.-2:00p.m.

To introduce you to our new icecream
creations now being served in beautiful
glassware, we are offering all sundaes
and parfaits for 1/2 the regular price.
You will find them a uniquely, fantastic
treat.
Saturday is BEAT Tulane day. Why not stop by
before the game to enjoy ono of our 6REAT freshly
made sandwiches. We offer Ham and Roast Beef,
plus many others—All at reasonable prices.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL
654-6752
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Traffic office announces
fine collection procedure
The Traffic office has announced a new
system of ticketing and fine collection part
of which will go into effect Monday. The
revised system includes the use of a new
type of ticket and a new scale of fines for
repeating offenders.
The new traffic tickets issued by the
university police will consist of an envelope containing the offender's copy of
the ticket.
To pay a fine a student can place the
payment in the envelope, seal it and either
mail it or place it in one of five special drop
boxes which will be placed on campus by
Monday.
Traffic office officials ask that students
using the drop boxes not submit cash.
Locations for the boxes include the
Student Union building, Harcombe
Commons, the west end of Sikes Hall and
Schilleter Dining Hall. Two boxes will be
placed in Schilleter.
The new fine schedule provides for
higher fines for repeating offenders, with
ihe loss of parking stickers after the fifth
violation.
According to George Coakley, associate
dean of student affairs, the system will go
into effect after arrangements are worked
out through the computer center for a
system in which repeating violators can be
immediately detected by the police.
Coakley added that this new system will
probably go into effect in the spring
semester.

Repeating violators can be fined up to
$10 per violation under the new system.
Persons with more than five violations
may be fined up to $15 per ticket.
Students who do not pay their traffic
fines promptly will be notified by mail of
their debt, according to Coakley.
Students with unpaid fines at the end of
semester will not be allowed to register for
another semester. A senior with an unpaid
fine will not receive a diploma until the
debt is settled.
Coakley also reminds students that cars
parked in the designated areas around the
football stadium must move their cars
before home football and basketball
games. Cars in violation will be towed,
Coakley said.

Board meets
on Friday
The Board of Trustees of Clemson
University will meet in the board room
located on the second floor of Sikes Hall on
Friday. The meeting, which will begin at 9
a.m., will be open to anyone wishing to
attend. An agenda will be available at the
meeting.

B.S. program initiated
in biochem department
The biochemistry department has been
authorized to begin offering an undergraduate Bachelor of Science degree in
biochemistry. The authorization, which
became effective this semester, makes
Clemson the only educational institution in
South Carolina with this type of degree
program for undergraduates. Prior to this
semester the biochemistry department
had offered only graduate degrees.
J. M. Shively, head of the department,
and J. K. Zimmerman, associate professor
of biochemistry, will supervise the
establishment of the new major, which will
concentrate in the disciplines of
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology, in addition to biochemistry.
According to Shively, a B.S. degree in

biochemistry is "excellent preparation"
for students interested in pursuing careers
in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary
science. The degree also can be useful to
persons wishing placement in university,
government, hospital and industrial
laboratories, Shively stated.
In noting that Clemson has phased out its
premedical core curriculum, Shively
commented, "With the introduction of this
new major, the student desiring to go onto
medical school or dental school has a new
avenue to follow in making undergraduate
preparations for his chosen career."
He added that the program is also good
preparation for students planning to do
graduate work in biochemistry or any
other area of basic or applied biology.

CENTRAL
DANCE
ASSOCIATION
presents

LOGGINS
and
MESSINA
with the

AMAZING
RHYTHM ACES
In Littlejohn Coliseum
Saturday, Sept. 13-8 p.m.
Limited Student Tickets
Public
$4.50 - general admission - $5.25
$6.25-floor-$6.25
All Tickets At The Door - $6.25

Banta

Tickets For Sale In Dining Halls And At The U-Shop Downtown
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Architecture students discuss Union building
By John Sanchelli
News Writer
The new Student Union building has
stimulated much comment from students
who have in everyday terms expressed
their like or dislike. Several architecture
students have also expressed their approval or disapproval of the Student Union
Building but have added to their comments their knowledge of architecture.
Jim Spell, a sixth year architecture
student, is of the opinion that "facilities
control what people do.".
According to Spell, since the building
offers much of the same recreation
provided in town, the student center will
draw students away from town and keep
them on campus. Thus, he insists, the
building will act as a unifying factor in the
campus atmosphere.
Another graduate student in architecture, James Simmons, thinks thae
flow of traffic in the student center is a
major problem. "Access to major spaces
are located away from principal traffic
lanes. No vertical circulation in the interior causes levels to be inaccessible to
each other," Simmons stated.
According to him, the main reasons for
this problem are an inadequate space
allocation for a campus of 10,000 students
and the use of small stairways which
cannot accommodate two-way traffic.
A third architecture student, Norm
Stoehr commented that the parts of the
building are not in proportion to the whole.
He feels that the elevation of the judicial
portion of the student center is "awkward,
too heavy and unpleasing."
The large stairway coming from the
loggia, Stoehr added, is of such
"monumental" proportions that it is out of
scale with the rest of the student center.
According to this student, the
spaciousness of the main mall is hampered
by the closed loggia. Stoehr feels that the
closing of the loggia with "air conditioning, glass, and doors" has destroyed
its function as a transition between the
campus and the student center itself.
These oversights are linked to the architect's negligence in considering plaza
spaces and "the elements conducive to a
socially interactive environment," Stoehr

commented.
He further added that the use of concrete
is "a bit contrived" in the construction of
the columns and facades. Especially to his
dislike are the concrete seats on the upper
mall. Stoehr labeled thesr an "architectural bastardization of form" in
which form and function do not come
together.
Stoehr did agree with the general conceptual details of the building and thought
that a satisfactory job was done in the
joining of the building with the "tin cans."
He was also pleased with the design of the
bowling alley and the effectiveness of the
ceilings and lighting in the recreation
areas.
"The lounge," he said, "seems to be a
leftover space. Its design conveys a
noncommitment to the solution of a
problem. The idea of a lounge fails
because there are not any defined intimate
areas."
Stohr concluded, "The test of any
building is how it is used. If it ceases to be
functional and is torn down in a matter of
years, it is a waste of money."

Union's grand opening delayed
by Nancy Hutto
Assistant News Editor
Grand opening ceremonies for the new
student union building are now slated for
late October. Original plans had been for a
mid-September opening, but unforseen
delays in construction and in the ordering
of furniture have necessitated a postponement in the opening date.
According to Art Hartzog, program
director for the union, bids on union furniture were not received as soon as anticipated. Consequently, the purchasing
department put in an order just this past
week. Expected delivery is within four to
six weeks.
Within that period, union officials hope
construction on the loggia area of the union
will be completed. As things now stand, the
loggia remodeling should be completed by
October 1, Hartzog said. The furniture
should arrive by the first week of October.

charles hopkins of clemson, inc.
designers/craftsmen

Art will be displayed in the gallery in the
remodeled loggia.
Hartzog hopes to lure artist Ron
Edwards to the ceremonies. "He paints in
a very unusual way. He uses just a house
brush and paints beautiful scenes in about
30 seconds," Hartzog commented.
Entertainment committees hope to book
a band as well as a performer for the new
nightclub. To complete the festivities, free
food and punch will be on hand.
Hartzog says of the opening ceremonies,
"We hate opening a building and running it
for several months and then having a
grand opening. Also, we dislike the idea of
just drifting into it and not having any kind
of a ceremony. We want to do something,
but there's no need to do it until
everything's here and is finished."
Barring any further complications,
students can expect the official opening of
the Student Union Building Oct. 23.

TIRED OF WHEELIN'
AND DEALIN' ?
WHEELS ARE OUR DEAL!

contemporary

THE BICYCLE GALLERY

jewelry

IN THE "MINI-MALL"

handwrought

At The Mini Mall
654/6366
Jewelry By Charles Hopkins

Rather than compete with Homecoming
during the second week of October,
Hartzog has decided to "play it safe" and
schedule the opening during the third week
of the month.
Student committees have plans for the
opening, though these must remain tentative until the dates can be finalized.
There may be a ribbon-cutting ceremony
headed by university officials, and guests
for the ceremony may include the immediate past president of the Association
of College Unions International and the
national director of the National Entertainment Conference, of which Clemson is
a member.
A professional bowler has been invited to
demonstrate technique and perhaps bowl
against a member of Clemson's bowling
team. The billiards area will be introduced
by a professional player who will give an
exhibition of trick shots and expert play.

cJLedlie ~S>au5
This Week's Special is Grrreat
Lynne Gaskins
Freshman
Charleston, S. Ca.

Glamor Monochrome 11 x 14

$095

(small deposit reserves appointment)

BASHNAN
STUDIO
Downtown Clemson
654-5883
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Gibson comments on Central Spirit plans
By Jack A. McKenzie
News Editor
Five thousand orange balloons with
white tiger paws float above Frank
Howard Field as the football teams comes
charging down the hill at the east end of
Death Valley to open the 75-76 football
season. This is just one of the plans the
Central Spirit Committee has on its
agenda for the year, according to Ford
Gibson, chairman of the committee.
Charged with the responsibility of
"coordinating activities relating to the
preservation of school spirit" according to
the Student Handbook, the Central Spirit
Committee is composed of representatives
from the cheerleaders, the band and Block
C as well as several at-large members. At
present there are 26 persons serving on the
committee, Gibson commented.
Gibson explained that the balloons for
Saturday's game against Tulane will be
filled with helium and will be sold at the
stadium prior to the opening kickoff.

"Central Spirit is not a profit making
organization," he emphasized and explained that the balloons will be sold at
cost.
The chairman stated that the committee
hopes to be able to distribute similar items
at games played later in the season. "At
present," he commented, "our budget just
won't allow us to give anything away."
Of the $900 allocated for use by the
committee, $500 must be used to for the
sound systems provided at pep rallies for
the cheerleaders, Gibson noted. He
maintained that the remaining $400 is not
enough to allow the committee to
distribute "spirit-oriented" items to the
games without charging at least enough to
cover the basic costs of the items.
The committee also plans to sell "Dam
the Wave" T-shirts this week in
preparation for the First Friday parade,
scheduled for Friday afternoon.
Other activities planned by the Central
Spirit members include sponsoring
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sports shop
V
[A variety of athletic footwear, clothing, T-shirts, nylon<
• sweat suits and odds and ends. We are growing with the)
| needs of the Clemson students and community.
•A new stock of soccer and football shoes as well as ladies tennis!
[shoes has been added.

Come by and tell us what you want, and
take a look at what we have.

every
body
3808 Clemson Blvd.

PANTS60R€TC
Anderson, S.C.

is a big pep rally to be held for the teams.

midnight pep rallies, painting the noses of
game-goers orange, and looking into the
possibility of getting a live tiger to serve as
school mascot. Concerning the tiger,
Gibson emphasized that the committee is
only investigating the idea at this time by
contacting schools with live mascots. "If
things work out so we can get one, we'd
like to raise a cub and let him live in a
natural cage somewhere on campus," he
stated.

Total student involvement in the activities of the campus is the ultimate goal
of the committee according to Gibson.
"We want to get involved in anything that
has to do with school spirit, not just
sports," he explained. Additionally, the
committee is seeking more students,
"especially more freshmen," willing to
become involved with the committee in
planning activities, he stated.

Gibson commented that he and the
committee intend to place greater emphasis on minor sports this year than has
been done in the past. "These guys work as
hard as anybody else, and deserve more
attention," he said. More advertising of
competitions involving these sports, such
as baseball and track, is being planned, as

Noting that the committee would like to
work with student organizations, Gibson
announced plans to have different
organizations, be responsible for
decorating an area merchant's window in
recognition of the weekend of Clemson's
game against North Carolina State.

ENGINEER
YOUR
WATTO
THE TOR
If you're an outstanding engineering graduate
like Will Frick, or someone who can master advanced
technology, you may qualify
for one of our top programs.
Nuclear engineering.
We're looking for men
who have a solid foundation
in math and physics. Men
with superior ability. Men
who want to work the energy
of the future.
If that's you, look into
Will Frick. Ursinus '69
-USS Truxion 72
our Nuclear Propulsion
Officer Candidate Program—NUPOC.
You'll spend a year learning the many details of
nuclear propulsion plant theory and operation.
These details will enhance your ability to solve difficult problems through application of fundamental
engineering principles.
Set your sights high. Go Navy.

Be someone special.
Join the Nuclear Navy.
For more information on how to take off, talk to

LTJG BUCK BRINSON at the Loggia,
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
September 8-12. Or call him:
1-800-922-2824.
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Police department stops
providing escort service

Colleges are concerned
with rape prevention

by Kathy Wayne
Many female students who own cars are
worried this year about the discontinued
police escort service. Last year this service gave rides to girls, from the parking
lot to their dormitory.
Jack W. Weeden, chief of police, said his
main reasons for stopping the service were
that there were not enough policemen, and
not enough patrol cars.
The police force has four men on a shift,
Weeden said. In two patrol cars, they
patrol the campus and the parking lots.
Because so much time was spent escorting
girls, the policemen were denying security
to the rest of the students at Clemson
University, according to Weeden.
After a daytime assault last year, too
many girls were calling during the day for
an escort from the parking lots, Weeden
said.

Because it had become a "taxi service,"
Weeden, after consulting with the Traffic
and Parking Committee, decided that the
University did not need an escort service.
Weeden provided several suggestions
for girls who have to park their cars at
night. He suggests taking several people to
walk with, parking under lights, and
walking back along a well-lighted path.
When asked about the possibilities of an
escort service that would not necessitate
the use of policemen, Weeden said Randy
Bryson, head of a student committee hac<
proposed to form a brigade to walk girls
from the parking lots.
He said using the APO shuttle was
another possibility.

Courses
(continued from page eleven)
Peterson continued.
According to Peterson, most of the job
openings are in government at the state,
local and federal levels. Job openings are
also present in the private sector, particularly in the field of industrial insurance, he said. "As we go on, more industries will be hiring the graduates,"
Peterson noted.
The program is "on schedule," Dr.
Peterson states, and the enrollment in the
courses and as majors "far exceeded my
expectations."

The future prospects look bright for the
program Peterson describes as "unique."
"This is the only program teaching safety
and health as a part of management that I
know of," he maintained.
Plans are in the works for expanding the
faculty and adding five more courses.
These will be: SH 303, Occupational Accident Prevention, SH 401, System Safety
Analysis, SW 402, Occupational Safety
Field Operations, SH 403 Fire Protection
and Prevention, and SW 404, Occupational
Health Management.

(CPS) — Northwestern University has
shelled out almost $150,000 to light up
secluded areas of its suburban campus,
and a free on-campus taxi service for
coeds began service in January. This is all
part of a huge national program in which
colleges are spending hundreds of
thousands of dollars to'prevent female
students from being raped.
"Unescorted females walking alone in
out of the way parts of large campuses at
night run a definite danger of sexual
assault," noted Wayne Littrell, Northwestern's director of public safety.
Several colleges have installed expensive security systems both inside and
outside their buildings and stadiums. Not
only have rape counseling centers sprung
up all over the country, but escort services
have become popular and free martial arts
classes are being offered to female
students, often for college credit.
After several incidences of rape and
kidnapping, the University of Florida set
aside funds for an escort service and a

student night patrol there. Other campuses in the state have set up rape hotline
phones marked with glaring blue lights.
"With the rape rate rising as much as 50
per cent on some campuses, the nation as a
whole has become alerted to the problem,"
said Doug Hennings, Florida U. nightwatchman. "The new anti-rape measures
not only prevent attacks against females,
but also protect men from assault by
males and females and help reduce crime
in general."
College campuses have attracted rapists
with their dark green and closed spaces.
Campus parking lots, libraries, dormitories, restrooms and classroom
buildings have become frequent sites of
rape and murder. Many attackers have
used tricks to find their way into women's
apartments on campus, and recent college
measures to prevent rape have included
instruction to female students and faculty
on how to protect themselves and how to
lower the risk of attack.

Media staffs continue classes
"Layout and Design" will be the subjects discussed at the third session of the
series of eight short courses concerning
production of a major college publication
being sponsored by the staffs of Taps, the
Chronicle and the Tiger. The class,
scheduled for 8 p.m. Tuesday, will meet in
the Tiger lounge located on the ninth level,
above the loggia.

Featured speakers for the informal
excursion into journalism's world of picas,
line counts and total effect will be Janice
Johnson, managing editor of Taps and Hal
Pridgen, designer for the Chronicle.
Johnson and Pridgen will be joined in
speaking on the subject by John Rowntree,
editor-in-chief of the Tiger.
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State law prohibits painting of tiger paws
By Mark Sublette
News Writer
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity will have
to limit its annual paw-painting project to
the streets on campus this year due to
state highway regulations prohibiting
painting of state roads. The large orange
tiger paws have been a familiar sight on
highways leading into the Clemson area
for several years, and are intended to be
spirit-builders and as a welcome to the
university.
The idea was originated about five years
ago by the athletic department and was
okayed by the university at that time.
Sigma Phi Epsilon agreed to participate in
the project when it was getting started.
The athletic department now has little or
nothing to do with the project as SPE has
taken over the annual paw-paint.
The fraternity had planned to re-paint
the paws as usual this year, and had set
aside Sunday, Aug. 17 and Monday, Aug. 18
as "Paint-the-Paws" days. Notices were
sent out to the brothers of SPE and news
releases were sent to several newspapers
in preparation for the project.

However, a staff writer at one of the
state's newspapers talked to officials in
the South Carolina Highway Department
and was told that such a project was
illegal. Said Silas N. Pearman, chief highway commissioner, "We have never been
asked for permission to paint those tiger
paws, have never granted permission to do
so and would never grant permission to do
so."
Some individuals involved with the
project here at the university, however,
have said that it was checked with the
proper departments in Columbia initially,
but that they chose to "just turn their
heads" and not say anything at all about it.
But now, because of all the publicity, the
SCHD has had to take a definite stand. "If
anyone is caught doing an unlawful act, a
case will be made against them," said
Pearman.
Walter T. Cox, vice-president of student
affairs, told the Tiger that SPE was permitted to repaint the paws here on campus, but that the ones on the highways
would have to be left alone.
"No administration could okay an act
that's against the law," said Cox.
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RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

THE BOOK EXCHANGE
ACROSS FROM THE
ANDERSON MALL

PAPERBACKS

1/2 Price

With Science Fiction
Mysteries
Goth is
Novels
Classics

Will Buy, Sell, or Trade
10-6 Mon-Sat
1-6 Sun

Will Be Open
10:30
This Saturday
For Dine-In
Or Delivery

DAM THE
WAVE

The Mighty Minute is here!
This package of College
Communications Aids, now
being distributed to dormitory
students, will help you
determine the most
economical calling periods.

Southern Bell

) Bell System
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Counseling center offers
a variety of programs
by Chris Riley

Letters

The center, a long with the Placement
Office is working with seniors this
semester. The counselors are working
with Al Mathiasen of the Placement Office
in building resumes and performing other
services for seniors.

The center was rearranged over the
summer to give students more space for
groups. Old office space has been converted to suit the needs of different groups.
One room is furnished with bean bag
chairs, while another has a table and
chairs.

More people are using the counseling
center according to Dr. Mulkeen. The
counselors are there for the students. If
you are interested in any of the services
that the counseling center offers or just
need someone to listen to you; drop by Rm.
200 Tillman. You'll find help.

The peer counseling groups for freshmen are designed to improve study habits
needed for college work. Specific areas
include reading, speed, and comprehension; effective note taking, and
general concentration. The peer counselors are upperclassmen who have been
specially trained for these groups. The
groups meet twice a week for five weeks.
Currently there are 25 freshmen enrolled.
According to Dr. Jack Mulkeen, head of
the counseling center, more groups will be
established as interest grows.
The main goal of the weight control
group is to find out why one overeats and
also to utilize behavior modification. Dr.
John Anderson, group supervisor, says,
"Behavior modification interrupts the
pattern of overeating and replaces it with
more positive actions, such as' a girl
buying a new dress. This program is not a
diet. The objective is to establish life-long
weight control." He has had success in the
past with this program and hopes to help
more people this year.
The personal growth groups are open to
any student desiring self-development
through contact with others. The study
habits group is open to upper classmen
who wish to develop better study
techniques. The couples group is designed

Preserve. Thank goodness there
are a few citizens in the state who
care about the quality of life we
possess.
My only wish is that more
people will get off their apathetic
rears and care enough to attend
the Congaree Action Now Ralley,
Sept. 20. Let's preserve Congaree
so it will always be here or they
will conserve it till it is no more.
Richard Walker

for dating couples that wish to explore
human relationships.

The counseling center, located in Rm.
200 of Tillman Hall, is offering a variety of
group programs to students this semester.
Freshmen are invited to join the peer
counseling study habits groups. Anyone
may sign up for personal growth groups,
weight control group, couples group, or
study habits group for upperclassmen.

(continued from page two)

Gillespie adds
Supplementing my article last
week, I would like to mention a
couple of things about the
Congaree Rally. In addition to the

presence of many outstanding
scientists speaking at the
meeting, other activities and
information will be available.
The Columbia Audobon Society
will present its Congaree Swamp
1976 calendars; bluegrass music
will be on hand; and displays on
Congaree and other issues will be
present on behalf of many
groups.
One of the most important
parts of the meeting will be the
first issuance of a 156 page book
containing articles on Congaree
by noted experts and citizen
leaders. Remember, this is the
largest environmental gathering
ever held in the history of the
state. The meeting and the nice
luncheon are certainly worth
attending.
Joel Gillispie

Student Senate runoffs are scheduled
to be held on Tuesday of next week
Forty-six senate candidates became
senators Tuesday as approximately 4,000
votes were cast in 24 senatorial precincts.
Majorities of the total ballots cast in six
precincts did not materialize in races for
seven remaining seats in the student
legislature. Runoffs, scheduled for
Tuesday, will decide who will occupy the
still vacant positions.
In Asectidh of Johnstone Hall, two of the
three available seats remain unfilled.
Ward Brown, Andy Berle and Troy Kemp
survived the original race, which involved
seven candidates and will be pitted against
each other in the runoff election.
In F section of Johnstone, Kirk Van
Doren and Hal Pridgen must face each
other in Tuesday's contest for the
remaining senate vacancy in that
precinct. Sheryl Cunningham and Susie
Nickels were the top vote-getters in
Barnett Hall, and must compete for the
one available seat there.
A similar situation exists for Lisa
Burnett and Stephanie Whipkey who are

senate delegation. Craig Gagne and Stone
Workman are the candidates for the seat.

vying for Benet Hall's one position. Cope
Hall's runoff candidates are Polly Elkins
and Laurie Stegall.
One senator must still be elected to
complete Lever Hall's three-member
A SECTION
Runoff

JackAAcKenzie
Ward Brown
Andy Berley
Troy Kemp

BENET

Polls for the runoffs will be in the same
locations as for the initial election.

Runoff

Burnett
Whipkey

NORRIS
BOWEN

Mac Carson
Terry Hall

BSECTION

C SECTION

Mike Baxley
JimTolley

DSECTION

Tor Kragas
Jay Tothacer
Charlie West

Bob Carlson
Waring Howe
Riley Owens

E SECTION

F SECTION

Bill Martin

BYRNES

Susan Anderson
Lisa Bethea
Salli Smith

CLEMSON HOUSE

Nancy James
Louise Stoddard

COPE

Runoff

DONALDSON

Polly Elkins
Laurie Stegall
Gregg Anderson

GEER

Cynthia Ross

LEVER

Carl Speer
Steve Wright

BARNETTE Runoff

MANNING

Pat Alley
Janie Julian

SMITH
WANNAMAKER

unofficial

Hoover

YOUNG

Kandy Anderson

OFF-CAMPUS

Neal Clamp
Pat Collins
Frank Dehaven
Steve Ellis
Calvin Harmon
David Hughes
Scott Myers
John McMahan
Jim Smith
Jay Specter
Bill Viets
Matt Watkins

Cindy McGrady
Marsha Pittman
Pat Warren

This
Week At.

Cunningham
Nickles

SANDERS

Craig Gagne
Stone Workman

Runoff

CAMPUS

Barry Blackwell
Mike Morris

Bert Platt

BRADLEY

Steve Black
Mike Newman
Runoff Kirk Van Doren
Hal Pridgen

Dick Robbins

MAULDIN

m mc

University Square Mall 654

si***"

Sunday
Monday-Tuesday
Shows At 7:20-9:10

fiNGMAR BERGMAN'S\

[CRIES AND)
iWHtSPER
janos

fWrns

preset\att>°
.ate Show
u
Fri-Sat-Sun 11:30pm

Clemson's
Most
Beautiful
Theatre!

VIVITAR GAF SONY BUSHIMELL

Starts Wednesday
September 17th
Shows At 7:00-9:15

Starring
Liv Ullmann

BRILLIANT. JI

—Judith Crist, N.Y. Magazine

Mike Nichols. Jack Nicholson,
Candke Betgea Arthur Gariunkei.
Ann Matgret and Jules Peifler.
Carnal Knowledge.

KEN RUSSELL'S

recnncolo,

THE BEER SHOPPE, LTD.
718 Augusto St.
Greenville, S.C.
232-6334

5% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
WITH CURRENT ACTIVITIES CARD
PACKAGES - RETURNABLE BOTTLES, CANS, THROW AWAYS;
Vi GAL. & 1 GAL. DRAFT TO GO

IMPORTS

DOMESTICS

Bass Ale

National Premium

San Miguel

Country Club Premium Light
Miller Lite

1514 gal. Barrels

Miller

RENTAL KEGS

Country Club Malt
Rolling Rock Premium
Michelob
Budweiser
Busch
Red Cap Ale
Rheingold
Hamm's
Old Milwaukee

Michelob
Budweiser
Miller
Old Milwaukee
Pabst Blue Ribbon

Pabst Blue Ribbon
Andeker
Tuborg
Colt 45 Malt
Champale
II

Carlsberg Special
Dark Lager
Carlsberg Elephant
Malt
Guiness Sout
Harp Lager
Becks Beer
Lowenbrau Light

7% gal. Barrels

Lowenbrau Dark

Michelob
Pabst

Lowenbrau Octoberfest
Henninger Export Draft

Schlitz
Schlitz Malt

Carlsberg Lite

Heineken Light
MICHELOB DRAFT
TOGO

16 oz. Cups,
V% gal.,
1 gal.

Heineken Dark

IMPORTED WINES
Pop Wines
California & New York State Wines
Champagnes (Mumm's,
Piper Heisdeck, Dom Perignon)

GIVE 'EM HELL TIGERS, if

Bumper Stickers
Available

Listen For Special Prices During Clemson Football Game Broadcasts,
brought To you by

THE BEER SHOPPE, LTD.

OWNER: SAMMY RAY
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&AMPUS MLLLTkH
STUDENTS INTERESTED in taking the Optometry
College Admission Test please contact the Counseling
Center in 200 Tillman Hall.
DATING—We need volunteers to run a computer
program for a dating service. What are your ideas on
having a computer dating service on campus? Please
contact Stefan, Box 4943, if interested.
HILLEL WILL MEET on Wed., Sept. 17, at 7 p.m. in
the Y. Professor Leonard Greenspoon will show slides of
his recent trip to Israel.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA, a national service sorority
will have a drop-in Mon., Sept. 15, at 8 p.m. in Rm. 1 of
the Y.
AERO CLUB will meet Mon., at 8 p.m. 101 P and A
building.
ON THURSDAY, SEPT. 18, the Microbiology Society is
sponsoring a student-faculty drop-in at the Clemson
Alumni Center. All persons interested in Microbiology
are invited to attend. The drop-in will begin at 7:30 p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT will hold a rush drop-in Mon. from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m., in the basement of Byrnes Hall.

THE GRADUATE WIVES CLUB will hold its first
meeting Wed., Sept. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Center. There will be a fashion show, door prizes, and
refreshments. All female graduate students and wives of
graduate students are welcome.

ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS interested in entering a contestant in the Miss Homecoming pageant can
pick up an application at the Student Government office
on the 8th floor of the Loggia. All applications must be
completed and returned by Fri., Sept. 26.

THE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CLUB will hold a
drop-in on Tues., Sept. 16, at the Alumni Center from
7:15-8:30. All med tech and non med tech majors are
invited to attend. $1 per person is required to cover expenses. Beer, punch and snacks will be served.

CLEMSON'S HOTLINE offers an opportunity to reach
out and help other people by giving a little time to train
and work. Any student may call 654-1040 any day between
8 p.m. and 8 a.m. for an interview.

THE JOHN C. CALHOUN PRE LAW SOCIETY will
meet on Wed., Sept. 17, in 315 Daniel at 7:30 p.m.
Students interested in exploring.the possibilities of attending law school, should be present.
DELTA SIGMA NU, the pre health profession
organization will hold a meeting for all members Wed.,
Sept. 17, at 7 p.m. in 201 Kinard. A film will be shown. All
members are urged to attend.
THE CLEMSON UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will
resume regular Sunday meetings, at 10:30 a.m. in the Y.
Linda Chapel, Dillman and Robert Sorrel Is will present a
report and overview of the Unitarian Universalist
summer institute held at Radford College. A church
school will be conducted during this year's adult services.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY will host
a chicken barbecue Sat., Sept. 13, starting at 10:30 p.m.
across from Jervey Athletic Center. The cost will be $2.25
a plate and the public is invited.

Classified*
FOR SALE: a 1975 Pontiac Le Mans in excellent
condition. It has power steering, air conditioning, bucket
seats and two new front tires. If interested call John at
654-1888.
FOR SALE: a 1974 Norton Hi Rider motorcycle in
excellent condition with little mileage and one owner. If
interested call 654-5036 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: a '75 Hsrley David 250sx under warranty
for $800. Call 654-1030.

WANTED: ONE queen or king size water bed with
accessories. Call Bob at 654-6730 after 6 p.m.
WANTED: a manual portable typewriter with case.
Call 654-5908.
FOR SALE: a Europa 10 bike by Ross. Call 656-6339.
HUNDREDS OF nearly new household items can be
found at Mama's Closet behind Mama's Kitchen, Hwy.
93. Come browse every Thurs., Fri., and Sat., 10 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
UNBELIEVABLE INDIAN 100 $499, CZ 175 Street $549,
Indian 125 $575, CZ 250 $888, Road Atlanta Trans AMA
Sept. 28 tickets all of these ar available at Checker Cycle
U.S. 76 at Sandy Springs.
I WOULD LIKE to thank all those who supported and
voted for me in the Senate election. I am open for any
suggestions you would like to bring up in the senate. All
you have to do is to call me, Tim Tolley, at 8591 or come
by C-810.

FOR ALE: a Sherwood stereo, Fisher speakers, a Dual
ttirn table and many albums. All are in excellent condition. Call Carol after 5 p.m. at 654-6604.

Headquarters for:
'AT THE

Racquetball

ftuftyi?all

Handball
Paddleball Equipment

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS

for all items
6-11 p.m. 7 days a week
Call 654-3692
I.'; Texas Instruments
7?j' electronic calculators

s

l+-

SR-5IA
M24.95
SR-50A
SI.95
SR-I6
52.95
OTHER MODELS AT L0*
PRICES. TOO!!
** SHIPPED FREE *
CALCULATORS WILL BE SNIPPED UPON RE- ■
CEIVIM YOUR HONEY ORDER OR CHECK OR 3
WE *ILL SHIP C.O.D. t ADD 85* C.O.D.
FEE;

N.C. CUSTOMERS ADD

n

,

123 By-Pass, Seneca, SC [803] 882-3391
Grant Plaza, Toccoa. Ga. [404] 886-6916

Shoes Also In Stock

How to get through 4 years
ofcollege on 37 gallons ofgas.
c*^3»

■IBp^E

SALES TAX

Surveyor* Supply Company
P.O. BOX 999
I04 ». CHATHAM STREET
APE*. NORTH CAROLINA
27502
1919! 562-7000

Will Be Open
10:30
This Saturday
For Dine-In
Or Delivery

DAM THE
WAVE

1 'Prices do not include dealer preparation or shipping charges. Motobecane America Ltd., 86 Orchard St., Hackensack, NJ. 07601 >

Get a Motobecane. It's not
a motorcycle. It's a bicycle with a
motor. Which means it's as easy to
ride as an ordinary bicycle. Even
easier. Let the motor take over
and coast uphill as well as down.
A Motobecane gets up
to 148 mpg. If you travel on

campus about 5 miles a day, you'll
breeze through college on 37
gallons of gas.
Your state legislators have
made it very easy to own a Motobecane. So check one out. It's the
smartest way to get through
4 years of college.

^egr

Motobecane8Motorized Bicycles Test drive one at:
THE GREAT ESCAPE

525 N. Main St.

Anderson, S.C. 29621
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Trailing the Tiger

Ibrahim's forecast - may be nation's best!
By Steve Ellis
Sports editor
Amidst the pessimistic cries and humble
contentions of coaches with predicted 9-2
records, an interview with soccer coach I.
M. Ibrahim is refreshing. One can be sure
when the subject is Tiger soccer, his
middle initial does not stand for modesty.
For doubters, a typical Ibrahim
pre-season prediction goes, "We are good
enough to beat every team we play, including Howard, St. Louis and Southern
Illinois. I don't think any team could beat
us twice."
Or perhaps doubters will find this more
convincing: "Talent-wise we may have the
best Clemson athletic team since my
arrival here seven years ago—at least the
best soccer team."
Talent is the main word in Ibrahim's
vocabulary. "We could field two teams
with the talent we have, and both would be
in the top 20," Ibrahim said.
"Our talent is better than anyone else's
in the nation. Never have I seen so much
talent on one field at one time. Our second
team could beat a lot of the teams we're
playing," he added.
The justification for such boasting is a
lineup which includes six All-ACC players
and eight recruits from Nigeria's top two
'74 amateur teams. So rich is Ibrahim in
talent that three of his All-ACC players
may not start in the Tigers' first game.
In explaining several changes in the
Tiger lineup Ibrahim said "the Nigerians
stress a more offensive attacking team
while our returning lettermen stress
contact and solid defense. Therefore we
have changed several returning players to
a more defensive role."
One such change is that of moving threeyear ACC-MVP Clyde Browne from
midfield to middleback where his
defensive skills will be more beneficial.
Brown from Georgetown, Guyana, will
be captain for the Tigers this year.
"Clyde is probably the best defender we

have, Ibrahim said. "He is better at
defense, although we could possibly switch
him back to midfield. He is a very intelligent player."
Other returning starters at back
positions expected to see action this
Friday against Southern Illinois are Alfred
Morrison, Gordon Alphonso and Marcus
Alphonso, who is replacing All-ACC back
Ralston Moore in the starting role as left
back.
*
For many fans the benching of Moore,
a senior from Kingston, Jamaica, is as
surprising as the red-shirting of Steve
Gibbs in football. But Ibrahim cites the
change in positions and the excellent
playing of Marcus Alphonso as the reason.
"Ralston has never played outside at
wingback before," Ibrahim explained. "At
middle back he has always played as a
chaser. Once he gets used to his new
position he can run more on the outside."
As for Alphonso, Ibrahim said the New
Amsterdam, Guyana native shows much
promise at left back and "has been playing
extremely well." He and Moore will be
interchanging at that position.
Playing at right wing will be Gordon
Alphonso, who missed most of last season.
He has looked extremely sharp in practice,
according to Ibrahim and will start.
Morrison, like Brown, has been switched
from midfield to the back positions.
Ibrahim said of the Georgetown, Guyana
junior, "he will be used strictly as a
defensive player at middle back position.
He has improved 100 per cent since he was
a freshman—he is extremely good."
Also figuring in the back position outlook
will be Eric Smith, a returning letterman,
and Dan West.
Smith, of Georgetown, Guyana, will be
used as a backup, as will West, a native of
Smithtown, New York.
Ibrahim stressed the importance of
interchanging these eight returning
players for the purpose of making the
defense more versatile.
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HIGH IN THE AIR for the Tigers goes starting striker Christian Nwokocha while
right wing Emmanuel Egede watches. The Tigers play SIU in the season's opener
Friday at 2 p.m. on Fike Field.

Returning lettermen will also play a key
at the goalie position. Two-year Tiger
veteran Dennis Carrington will once again
start this year.
Expected to be one of the top goalies in
the South, Carrington comes off what
Ibrahim calls a disappointing season for
the Georgetown, Guyana native.
"Dennis didn't have as good a season
last year as we had hoped for," Ibrahim
said. "However, he showed a lot in his first
year here and I expect that he will have
such a year again this season."
According to Ibrahim, backup goalie
Maxie Headley, of New Amsterdam,
Guyana, has greatly improved but will be
used mainly as a backup for Carrington.
Whereas the returning lettermen
dominate defense, the eight new players
should be the key to the Tiger attacking
game.
The two positions at midfield will be
filled from a list of four new recruits, including Benedict Popoola, Paul Agu,
Taiwo Ogunjobi, and Michael Gribbon.
Ibrahim cites Popoola as the leading
candidate at midfield.
"Benedict is an excellent schemer and is
the most experienced as far as age and
competition is concerned," the ACC soccer
coach of the year said. "He is the best
defender out of the new recruits."
A native of Benin City, Nigeria, Popoola
played for the Nigerian national team
during the All-Africa games in 1973.
The other likely starter for the home
opener is Ogunjobi of Lagos State, Nigeria.
Ibrahim calls him the strongest of the four
players. He has played in the attacking
position in the past but should make a
powerful slot, Ibrahim said.
A possible starter later in the season is
Agu, who could also see action in a back
position. According to Ibrahim he is "a nononsense player who is not flashy but gets
the job done."
The fourth player expected to see action
at midfield is Gibbron, a walk-on from
Atlanta, who should improve with experience, according to Ibrahim.
The domination of the offense by the new
recruits continues with the forwards or
strikers, where Ibrahim sees the greatest
change in the team this year.
"Fans will see a great change in our
offense this year, especially as a result of
our strikers," Ibrahim stated. "The
Nigerians play a quicker style of soccer
and are great on attack. Because of this
our offense has improved 100 per cent over
last year and we should have a higher
scoring level than last year's 54 goals.
"What thrills me most is the potent
offense we display," he continued. "We
will try to put out the greatest amount of
goals possible."
Favorites for the two striker positions
are Godwin Ogbueze of Enugu, Nigeria
and Christiona Nwokocha also of Enugu.
Ogbueze, who is known as "the
Magician" comes to Clemson with very
good credentials. He was considered to be
one of the top strikers in the Nigerian
soccer league.
"He and Nwokocha can kick the ball in
from anywhere," Ibrahim remarked.
"They are both very quick and you never
know when they will attempt a goal. I have
seen them shooting from 25 yards out."
Also vying for the striker positions are
returning lettermen Rennie Phillips and
Michael Murray.
Ibrahim said Phillips, a native of
Kingston, Jamaica, has improved greatly
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SOCCER COACH I.M. Ibrahim goes
over game strategy in preparation for
Clemson's first game. Listening are
Christian Nwokocha and Damian Ogunsuyi.
over last season and will be used
frequently. Murray, also from Kingston,
played as a reserve last year.
Left wing Damian Ogunsuyi of Benin
City, Nigeria, is an ideal player for that
position, according to Ibrahim. "He is first
left-footed left winger at Clemson," he
said. "He is very skillful and quick."
At right wing, Emmanuel Egede is the
leading candidate. The Benin City native is
considered to be the more experienced of
those competing for the position, including
last year's starter, Clyde Watson.
"Watson is looking good and may be
back in the lineup," Ibrahim said. "Also
Douglass Scott (Kingston, Jamaica) is
playing well and he could see action at
either a midfield or forward position."
While the combination of the new and old
players will obviously strengthen the team
it also poses a problem to Ibrahim. "We
need to blend the two different styles. We
have looked sloppy when shifting from
offense to defense and to win you must
have a good defense.
"Many of our problems will be smoothed
out as the new players become adjusted to
heat, the rough contact and the necessity
for good defense," he added.
Just how well the old and the new has
blended thus far will be tested Friday at 4
p.m. at Fike Fike Field against fifthranked SIU-Edwardsville. The Tigers are
ranked seventh this week.
According to Ibrahim SIU just returned
from a tour in Europe and is in midseason form. Sunday the Tigers will host
always-tough Madison at 4 p.m.
After this weekend's contest Ibrahim
will know a little better whether this is the
year. As for his pre-season feelings,
Ibrahim likens his team's spirit to the '73
team that went to the national semi-finals.
"The feeling last year was that we could
win it all if we pulled out some miracles,"
he concluded. "This year we're saying we
can win 18 in a row. We have a tough
schedule but I still think we can make it to
the finals."
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Tiger outlook '75

Running backs could carry Tigers to top
Ed. Note: This is the concluding article of a three part series portraying the
'75 Tigers. This week the offensive backfield will be featured.
by Don Kapp
Sportswriter
For Clemson fans, ACC domination, and
even national rankings and bowl games,
are very nearly considered birthrights.
Five conference titles, seven bowl games,
and two undefeated seasons are in our
recent past.
Losing seasons are considered brief
periods of annoyance that must occasionally be endured. Those who
remember the Clemson stars of the past
look forward to this season with anticipation and the ever-present Clemson
optimism.
One question these people want an answer to is "Do we have the football-lugging
talent to carry us back up to our previous
levels of excellence?" In not too many
more weeks, they will know the answer.
One player who seems to have the ability
to help return Clemson to the big-time is
Chester native Ken Callicutt.
Callicutt has already set all-time freshman and sophomore rushing records.
Given good blocking and a good running
start, Callicutt will threaten Buddy Gore's
all-time single-season rushing record this
year. Callicutt is a pre-season allconference choice, according to the ACC
sports writers.
Runningback coach Ed Emory says that
Callicutt "richly deserved the All-ACC
honor because of his past productions at
the tailback spot, and we are expecting
him to break Gore's rushing record this
year."
Behind Callicutt at tailback are
sophomore William Scott, from Wrightsville, Ga., and Jerome Williams, a freshman from James Island, and Tom Marsik.
Emory saw "flashes of brilliance in
Scott. He is small but has great speed."
Emory believes that Williams has "the

A ONE-TWO combination Clemson will be relying on this fall is that of quarterback Mike O'Cain
and running back Ken Callicutt Thomas Eley, a possible starter at strongback lead the way for
Calicutt
quickness and speed to be a great one." He
also said that Marsik has been "doing a
very good job." Marsik, from New Jersey,
missed last season.
At strongback, Emory says that there is
"a toss-up between Don Testerman, of
South Boston, Va., and Leon Hope, from
York, for the starting position.
Testerman has been injured, and
Monday was his first full-speed day in a
long time. "He is a prospect who needs
only to work on his blocking and faking,"
Emory said. Of Hope, he says: "He is
having his best pre-season yet."
A healthy competitiveness at the
strongback position is apparent. Coach
Emory described a situation in which
"Thomas Eley, a 200 pounder with 9.7
speed, is breathing down their necks. He
could start except for the experience
factor." Eley is a sophomore from Rocky

GO TIGERS!
Sandwich
Emporium
University Square

Upstairs
•ftTTHE
VtuiUj iMi

PIZZA
Hot from the oven freshly prepared
and baked perfectly for your
enjoyment

Mt., N. C.
Also close- in the competition for
strongback is Bob Coffey, a red-shirt
sophomore from Linwood, N. J. Coffev is
known for his powerful running. Emory
also spoke highly of Harold Goggins, from
Clinton, Anthony King, from Cornelia, Ga.,
John O'Neal, a walk-on from Georgia,
Charlie Johnson, from Miami, Fla., and
Jerome Benjamin, from Holly Hill. These
freshman backs have the speed and size to
insure a productive backfield in the future.
Emory mentioned that "We only redshirt great prospects. They are red-shirted
until they will be able to help us."
In conclusion, Emory sees the situation
as follows: "We would love to have more
speed at strongback and more size at
tailback. They haven't played to their
capabilities yet, but the depth and quality
is there."
In recent years, it seems, there has
always been pre-season uncertainty at the
quarterback position. Four talented
players are competing for the varsity
starting quarterback slot.
Orangeburg's Mike O'Cain, who had
some moments of glory last season, has
been named the starter for the Tulane
game, according to Don Murry, who is
offensive coordinator and quarterback
coach.
Murry explained, concerning O'Cain.
that "His big edge is in experience, and

Alexander

experience is vital to a quarterback. This
is especially true in a program like
Clemson's, where the quarterback calls
most of his own plays."
According to Murry, the competition for
second-team signal-caller is "very tight."
Rick Weddington, from Charlotte, N.C.,
has a slight edge over Steve Fuller, from
Spartanburg, and Willie Jordan, from
Griffin, Ga.
Weddington is a sophomore, and Fuller
and Jordan are freshmen in the battle for
number two quarterback. Murry explained, "Fuller and Jordan have shown
that they will be pushing, but experience is.
with Weddington now. It is a healthy
. situation, since it is so competitive. There,
is a strong possibility that any one of these
players will play a good deal, later."
Murry, in mentioning the individual
attributes of the quarterbacks, described
O'Cain as "definitely a better passer than
a runner. He is our most consistent passer.
Also, he understands our offense, as it
relates to opposing defenses, better than
the others."
He further stated that "the other three
are better runners than they are passers,
although Jordan is potentially the best
passer in the group. He has a great arm."
Jordan will also handle the place-kicking
assignments for Clemson. Richard
Holliday, a freshman from Belton, is the
team's punter.

Starting lineup announced
Offense
Tight End - Bennie Cunningham
TightrSide Tackle - David LeBel
TightrSide Guard-Gary Alexander or Lacy
Brumley
Center - George Jehlen or Frank Bethea
Strong-Side Guard-Jimmy Weeks
Strong-Side Tackle-Neal Jetton
Split End - Joey Walters
Quarterback - Mike O'Cain
Tailback - Ken Callicut
Strongback- Leon Hope or Don Testerman
Flanker - Craig Brantley or Stan Rome
Punter - Richard Holliday
Kicker - Willie Jordan

Defense
Left End - Frank Wise
Left Tackle - Jeff Mills
Middle Guard - Nelson Wallace
Right Tackle - G. G. Galloway
Right End - Tim Blackwelder
Strong - Side Linebacker - Jimmy
Williamson
Weak-Side Linebacker-Ronnie Smith
Left Corner - Bill Wingo
Right Corner-Ogden Hansford or Lynn
Carson
Tiger (Strong-Side) Safety-Dennis Smith
Free Safety-Peanut Martin
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Tiger cross country seeks winning season
transfer from Florida Junior College.
Collins was Florida's state junior college
champion in 1973 and 1974.

Cross country coach Jim Moorhead is
hoping to captialize on a combination of
experienced returning runners and the
addition of junior college transfers and
freshmen to help the Tigers improve on
their 1-4 record of last season.

The remaining five spots are filled by
Gary Ramey, a freshman from Stone
Mountain, Ga.; Bill Middleton, a teammate of Collins at Florida Junior College
and middle distance specialist; junior
letterman Dave Wright from Irmo; Dave
Geer, who has come back strong this
season after being struck by a car last fall;
and freshman Kingsley Botchway from
Nigeria.

And while Moorhead is not yet ready to
talk about an ACC title, he does figure his
team to be in the running for third place in
the Atlantic Coast Conference standings,
behind UNC and Maryland.
Moorhead will be depending a great deal
on the performance of junior Dean Matthews from Lockwood, N.J., the Tigers'
top runner and this year's team captain.
Matthews, who ran in the number two
position for the Tigers last season behind
all-conference runner Roy Kulikowski,
finished 12th in the ACC last season. His
best finish came in the Tigers' meet
against North Carolina, when he finished
second to the Tar Hells' Ralph King — an
all-ACC choice.
Matthews ran in a number of road races
during the summer, and is in excellent
shape, according to Moorhead.
Running in the second position for Tigers
is freshman Dave Buechler, a high school

With the promise of a six-pack
for any staff member who can
pick all games correctly, the 1975
predictions by the Tiger Sports
Staff and friends look to be more
realistic this year — maybe.
Upset opportunities such as Duke
over Southern Cal were
overlooked this week. Not even
guest
predictor,
Clemson
President R. C. Edwards, dares
to go out on the limb. This week's
close game: Ohio State at
Michigan State. This week's most
closely watched game by Tiger
fans: Tulane in Death Valley.

The Tigers open their season Saturday
at 10:30 a.m. by hosting Georgia Tech.
Two other home meets are scheduled for
the fall — against Baptist College Oct. 5
and against South Carolina Oct. 18.

THE CROSS COUNTRY team paced by Dean Matthew and Herman Jutzeler face
Georgia Tech this weekend. The home meet starts 10 a.m. Saturday morning.

The schedule also includes meets
against North Carolina and Furman and
an invitational meet at Stone Mountian,
Ga.

Ail-American trom Louisville, Ky. He is a
former Kentucky high school champion.
Running in the third spot will be junior
letterman Herman Jutzler from
Charleston. Moorhead said Jutzler is now
running as well as he was at the end of last
year's outdoor track season.

Home meets will be run on Clemson's
six-mile course, which starts and finishes
between the track and the soccer practice
field. Moorhead said the majority of the
race can be viewed from one spectator
point.

Sophomore walk-on Brian Waldrep from
Greenwood has provided the biggest
surprise in pre-season practice, according
to Moorhead. Starting as an intramural
runner last season, Waldrep has moved
into the number four spot.
Running fifth will be Kevin Collins, a

Football Predictions
GAMES
TULANE-CLEMSON
OHIO STATE-MICHIGAN STATE
MARYLAND-TENNESSEE
GEORGIA TECH-SOUTH CAROLINA
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE-CITADEL
DUKE-SOUTHERN CAL
HOUSTON-RICE
LSU-NEBRASKA
WAKE FOREST-N.C. STATE
RHODE ISLAND-ST. MARY'S

GUEST PREDICTOR
R. C. EDWARDS

STEVE
ELLIS

DON
KAPP

CHARLES
JACOBS

BLAKE
BANTA

CHUCK
VINSON

KARRY
CAPPS

JOHN
ROWNTREE

Clemson
Ohio State
Tenn.
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U-.

Clemson
MSU
Maryland
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Rice
Nebraska
State
St. Mary's

Clemson
Ohio State
Tenn.
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U.

Clemson
Ohio State
Maryland
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U.

Clemson
MSU
Tenn.
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U.

Clemson
MSU
Maryland
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U.

Clemson
Ohio State
Maryland
Tech
PC
S. Cal
Houston
LSU
State
R.I.U.

Clemson
Ohio State
Tenn.
Tech
Citadel
S. Cal
Houston
Nebraska
State
R.I.U.
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THE GREEN LEAF
New Assortment Of Foliage And Exotic Plants

* Venus Fly Traps
• Orchids
* Unusual Succulents and Cacti
* Staghorn Ferns
University Square

654-2112

liiHtmrs
i
AT THE •
r

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all items
6-11 p.m. 7 days a week
Call 654-3692

WILDERNESS
OUTFITTERS
107 E. EARLE

Behind First National In
Lawrence Cleaners Building

TRAINING SHOES
AND TIGER
MONTREALS
ON SALE FOR
»2T»
THRU SEPT. 30

MALL THEATRE

HELD
OVER

3rd BIG LAUGH
FILLED WEEK!
PETER SELLERS
Jj
<

as INSPECTOR
CLOUSEAU
PETER SEUERS
CHRISTOPHER PUJMMER
CATHERINE SCHEU
HERBERT L0M ;

the RETURN of

- the Pink Panther'
Mon. thru Fri. 7:00-9:00
Sat Sun. 3-5-7-9

DAM THE WAVE
LYNCH'S DRUGSTORE
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
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Tulane's role as spoiler not likely
Ed. Note - Each week Clemson's foes
will be featured in this series which will
highlight a memorable game of yesterday
between the two teams. In addition a
glimpse of what to expect each Saturday
will be given.
By Charles Jacobs
Sports Writer
For the Clemson Tigers 1939 was a year
in which they would win the Cotton Bowl
boast of an concensus All-American
named Banks McFadden and strive for an
undefeated season only to lose one game 76. The Tigers opponent in that game was
Tulane.
The Tulane - Clemson clash of 1939, was
a classic pass ys run conflict. Although
outplayed statistically, Clemson's passing
kept the game close. Banks McFadden,
former All-American and current director
of Clemson's Intramural Office, threw to
Joe Blalock for 23 yards and the Tiger's
touchdown. The point after failed, but as of
halftime the McFadden led Tigers had
shut out a heavily favored Tulane.
The second half was highlighted by
strong defense as Tulane and Clemson
exchanged punts of 60 and 55 yards.
Eventually Tulane, managed to slosh
downfield through a mud-spattered and
tiring Clemson. A fourth and goal run from
the one foot line by Joe Kellog, Tulane's
halfback and a successful point-aftertouchdown (P.A.T.) put the Green Wave
into a leading position that it never
relinquished. The game ended with Tulane
falling on the ball before a record 28,000
Green Wave fans.
Clemson Coach Jess Neely expressed his
sentiment in losing the game with the
comment "You can't beat two good teams

with one good team." Neely was referring
to Tulane's depth which allowed for many
"Greenie" substitutions, while the Tigers
were forced to keep their starters in.
Tulane coach Red Dawson praised
McFadden for his game, but since coach
(Dawson's) backfield was touted by the
A.P. as being one of the best in the nation,
he felt that the score should have been
more one sided.

Tulane's hard, up-the-middle rushing,
which netted the "Greenies" 357 yards to
Clemson's 78 on the ground, spoiled the
Tiger's chances for a perfect year.
There is very little chance of Tulane
doing any record spoiling at the expense of
the Tigers on Saturday. As this is the
season's opener for both Tulane and
Clemson, both teams will not be up to full
potential. However, playing at Death
Valley before an estimated crowd of 40,000
Tiger fans has to enhance the chances of
Clemson.
Another factor which could aid the
Tigers in the quest against Tualne is the
loss of the Green Wave's starting quarterback of last year, Terry Looney. Also,
the loss of Mack Olivarti, an outstanding
nose guard for Tulane, should weaken the
Waves' defense.
Despite these injuries should be
remembered that Tulane, under head
Coach Bennie Ellender, has a notorious
habit of exploding in the early season and
falling away towards the end. Coach
Ellender has not lost an opening game
since coming to Tulane in 1971.
How well Tulane fairs will depend
greatly on the defensive job they can do on
All-American Bennie Cunningham and
Tiger running back Ken Callicutt. Clemson
will have to key on Tulanes' leading
receiver Jaime Garza and running back
Steve Treating.
Despite the September 20th game with
Alabama, Red Parker's Tigers are not
looking beyond the Green Wave. The Wave
has one of the quickest starting teams in
the nation and it should prove an interesting challenge for a Clemson team
picked by many to take the A.C.C. Besides,
the Tiger's still have a 1939 loss to average.

Sports briefs
INTRAMURALS
Intramural director, Banks McFadden,
announced that there are 140 teams participating in softball this fall. The league is
broken down into four divisions of men and
one of the women. In the men's league,
there are 58 upperclassmen teams, 33
fraternity squads, 14 freshman teams, and
16 graduate squads. There are also 19
womens' teams competing.
"We are real pleased with turnout for
softball," said McFadden, "and hope that
this kind of interest carries over into all of
our sports."
The competition in softball will run
through a round robin schedule in league
play and lead to a double elimination
playoff consisting of 16 teams.
The intramural department is also
preparing for a men's and women's singles
and mixed doubles, tennis tournament
Sept. 22. All interested in competing should
come by the Fike Recreation Center and
sign up by Sept. 18.

RUGBY
The Tigers Ruggers will host the Atlanta
All-Whites Sunday. The Atlanta club was
considered to be the Southeastern
powerhouse last year. The Tigers only
victory (a 9-0 White Wash) over the AllWhites was in 1973.
The Clemson Ruggers hope to duplicate
this feat with veteran forwards—Don
Hayes, Henry Wolfe, Lew Rieley, and
Gary Brown, and newcomer Jim Walton.
The backfield consists of veterans Mike
Buckner, Pat Shealy, Louis Cameron, and
Steve Mulinax. Despite the return of these
veterans the team is still young and lacks
depth, but the squad should develop into a
strong contender as the season progresses.

McFADDEN

y®urd®ygh>

NOW THRU TUES. SEPT. 16
Expect all that the
motion picture screen has
never <Jared to show before.

FOR
PIZZAS
&

SUBS CALL
* to assure fast service for football fans.

Sourdough's will sell only

PICNIC PAKS

JAMES MASON
SUSAN GEORGE
PERRY KING
—IN—

MAJMMNGO

I

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

10 am - 2 pm Saturday

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

Roast beef or Ham with
Swiss cheese on a sub roll
Packed and Ready To Go!

654-6990
Fast Free Delivery

SPECIAL TO CLEMSON STUDENTS
VOID AFTER SEPT. 30th

ANY STUDENT WITH THIS COUPON WILL
BE ADMITTED FOR $1.00

Mil
*

Regular menu available 2 pm to midnight
university square 302 seneca rd. clemson, s.c.
dial 654-6895 for carry out

CLASS AND DORMITORY
"WIND AND LION" NOW PLAYING
"MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL" SEPT. 19th

TOWER THEATRE

GREENVILLE, S.C.

Thfc TAfitA
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Plant Clinic

\JenuA Hu trap

Ed. note: Plant Clinic is authored by members
of the Horticulture Club and is presented as a
service to our readers. Readers are invited to
send in questions about the,fare of their plants,
especially those that are not healthy. Send your
questions to Plant Clinic, c-o the Tiger, Box 2097,
University Station.
Carnivorous, or insectivorous, plants are
mysterious plant forms which obtain such nutrient
elements as nitrogen by digesting their captured
prey, generally insects. There are three main
methods by which these plants trap insects. First is
the animal-like active trap which closes on the
insect when stimulated, an example being the
Venus flytrap. Second is the semi-active method
utilizing an adhesive as well as movement by the
plant to capture. An example of this type is the
sundews. Last is the passive type which nectar lures
the insect into a slick tunnel from which he cannot
escape, like the hollow body of the pitcher plant.
Most carnivores live in the infertile sols where
other plants not having this nutrition supplement
could not survive. These areas are chiefly bag soils.
Because these plants are a curiosity, they have
become scarce due to souvenir hunters who do not
know how to care for them.
Also, many swamps and bog lands are being
destroyed. Some species are even protected in
North Carolina. If you should find one, leave it in
place if you cannot care for it or if one is available
commercially, treat it as an endangered species!
The Venus flytrap, Dionaea muscipula, grows
only in an isolated area of North Carolina, and is
protected there. Its primary source of food is large
ants, not flies, and attracts them by a sweet nectar
in the trap. Thre trigger hairs act as a senstory
device and cause the trap to close when the prey
brushes against them. When the trap is closed, it
fills with digestive juices which drown the victim
and break down the soft parts which are absorbed.
The skeleton is discarded when the trap reopens, a
process which takes several days.
This plant is easily obtained commercially and
easily grown. It needs strong sun and high

humidity. A soil of sphagnum moss and sand kept
constantly wet will closely resemble its natural bog
habitat. If no trap develops, there is not enough
humidity, and a red tinge on the traps is a sign of
adequate sun light. Do not fertilize.
The sundews are known by the generic name
Drosera. There are many different specis which are
found on every continent, but the most common
North American species is D. rotundifolia. The
sundew gets its name from the glistening character
of its leaves. These leaves are a mass of tentacles
covered with an adhesive substance. As the insect
struggles to get loose, more and more tentacles
wrap around it, covering it, at which time digestion
begins. It is easy to grow and is available commerically. Culture it similar to Venus flytrap.
Pitcher plants, Sarracenia sp., are found chiefly
in North America. They are mainly long vessels
which hold digestive fluid. Attracted by sweet
nectar, the insect craws over hairs pointing
downward. These hairs prevent escape. The insect
can only proceed downward where the walls are
slick and the insect falls into the digestive juices.
Mounds of insect skeletons can be found in the
bottom of the traps and are evidence of the successful design of this trap. Like all the other carnivorous plants, these like acid soil, or moss in high
humidity.
In summary, the carnivorous plants like a lot of
bright sun, wet soil, sphagnum moss, (or other
medium similar to the native habitat), and high
humidity, (misting is effective). Terrariums may
also be used for such a closed environment.
Plant Clinic,
I have an aloe plant that is shedding its lower
leaves and the tips of the rest of the leaves are
turning brown. It was fine until it got to Clemson.
Now it's dying.
I leave this plant on a table next to the window
where it always gets morning sun, and indirect
sunlight for the rest of the day. I have only watered
this plant slightly during the past two weeks, and I
added a drop of fertilizer a couple of days ago. It is
in a six inch pot and is ten inches tall.
Please give me some advice before my aloe plant
dies away.
Wanda Watson
Dear Wanda,
The aloe plant is a succulent plant which requires
very little water. It like a very well drained soil,
usually rather sandy, and sunlight. The most
common problem encountered with these is the
problem of root rot due to excessive watering or
poor drainage. Try repotting and less water.
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